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I. INTRODUCTION 
In any investigation involving the observation of responses the re­
sponses may be classified according to the levels of the entities or 
factors thought to possibly influence them. The relationships these 
factors have to one another form what is referred to as the structure of 
the responses. We shall refer to the structure of the observed re­
sponses as the observational structure and the structure of the population 
of all responses as the population structure. 
Consider an experiment involving only two factors, say A and B. 
These factors may be related in five possible ways. Either A nests B, 
* * 
B nests A, A is crossed with B, A is partly crossed with B, or A is 
* 
confounded with B. Because the assignment of any letter to a factor is 
arbitrary we may consider A nesting B and B nesting A as repre­
senting the same structure. In this thesis we shall ignore the possibility 
of two factors being partly crossed and consider only those cases of A 
nesting B, A crossed with B, and A confounded with B. Hence there 
are three possible structures for two-factor responses. 
In randomized experiments the same observational structure may 
arise in various ways. Suppose that in the population, or aggregate of 
all possible responses, the factor B is nested in the factor A and that 
we draw our observations according to the following procedure. First 
we select at random a levels of factor A and then within each selected 
level of A select b levels of factor B. Clearly the observational 
* 
Exact definitions of these relations are given in Chapter III. 
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structure is of the form A nesting B. Now suppose that the population 
structure were crossed and that we select at random a levels of A and 
ab levels of B. We then pick only those responses which occur at the 
selected combinations of levels. The observational structure is clearly 
a crossed one. However let us take a sub-sample of these selected re­
sponses by randomly assigning b of the selected levels of B to each of 
the a selected levels of A and observing only the corresponding re­
sponses. In this manner ab responses have been randomly chosen from 
the a2b responses in the crossed sample. The observational structure 
is now clearly one of A nesting B. That is, the same observational 
structure has been obtained in two very different ways. 
It becomes apparent that the overall structure of an experiment 
depends not only upon the observational structure, but on the random 
procedure used to obtain that set of observed responses. Randomized 
experiments may be considered as a random sampling from a population 
of possible responses. This random selection occurs in two stages: 
(1) a pure nested, crossed, or mixed sample is drawn 
at random from the population; 
(2) a sub-sample of the selected responses is drawn by 
some procedure randomly associating the selected 
levels of the factors. 
The experiment thus involves three structures; the population structure, 
the pure sample structure, and the observational structure. It is shown 
that the pure sample structure in a sense determines the population 
structure, at least in so far as its effect on the analysis and 
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interpretation of the experiment is concerned. The experimental 
structure is given men by the last two structures and the relation between 
them. If two factors are crossed in the pure sample, but are nested in 
the observed responses then this nesting is caused by the randomization 
procedure used. Such a nesting will be referred to as random nesting. 
Random confounding is merely the special case of random nesting when 
only one level of the nested factor occurs in each level of the other 
factor. 
Zyskind (1958) introduces a symbolic notation with which he is able to 
represent various structures. This is exemplified by (B:P)(T) which 
denotes the randomized block design. The colon indicates that the plots 
P are nested in blocks B while the brackets indicate treatments T are 
crossed with B and P. The horizontal line implies that P and T 
were randomly associated. Considering only pure sample structures 
which involve only nesting and crossing it becomes extremely difficult, 
if not impossible, to represent some structures by this scheme. One 
specific purpose of this research was to obtain a method of representing 
experimental structures and to give definite rules for writing down the 
structure given a set of classified responses. For this purpose we 
introduce structure diagrams which uniquely indicate the exact manner in 
which the experiment was performed. 
In obtaining these diagrams it is quickly noted that all structures fall 
into two general classes which we call complete and incomplete. The 
diagrams may be used to represent any structure in the complete class, 
but no means has yet been devised for uniquely representing those in the 
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incomplete class. 
lu ixiv«sligating the appropriate analysis of variance and interpre­
tation for these experimental structures the approach followed is directly 
connected to that used by Kempthorne (1952, 1955), Wilk (1955b) and 
Zyskind (1958). These authors advocate the use of derived linear 
models. Such models do not require making arbitrary assumptions 
about a response being a specific function of effects and interactions due 
to the various factors. They give a one to one correspondence between 
the mathematical representation and the actual procedure followed, thus 
laying bare the true role of randomization. A study of the expected 
mean squares obtained through use of these models allows one to see 
explicitly how various components due to non-additivities of treatments 
with experimental units tend to inflate or deflate certain mean squares. 
Obtaining the expectations of the mean squares by straightforward 
methods leads to some considerably long and tedious algebra. Although 
much of this tedious algebra may be shortened by familiarity with the 
operations involved, the labor necessary soon becomes too restrictive 
for the direct method to be of practical use in investigating the more 
complicated experimental designs. 
In his Ph.D. thesis, Wilk (1955b) found by introducing certain linear 
functions of the usual <r2,s, denoted by 2's, that certain patterns 
emerged and that extensions of his results were implicit in these 
patterns. Zyskind, in his Ph. D. thesis (1958) gives a general defi­
nition of these 2 quantities. He then proceeds to prove some theorems 
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for balanced structures which lead to a set of rules for writing down the 
expected mean square#. For experiments which do not explicitly involve 
the random, assignment of factors to one another, but are pure sampling 
investigations, the rules are simple and easy to apply. 
For randomized experiments Zyskind introduces the notion of 
ambivalence. Though the use of this notion does allow him to set down 
certain rules for obtaining expected mean squares the concept leads to 
two difficulties. First, the experimenter must hunt for the appropriate 
analysis of variance until he obtains a satisfactory set of sample sub­
scripts. Second, the concept is somewhat vague and thus not easily 
remembered for common usage. 
Hence another specific purpose of this study is to give a set of simple 
and easily remembered rules by which one may determine the appropriate 
analysis of variance for a given experiment and then immediately write 
down the expectations of the mean squares. Because designed experi­
ments are generally chosen to be balanced (in the sense of equal sub­
class numbers) and because it leads to greater simplicity, the thesis is 
limited to those experimental structures which are balanced. It is 
found that for all balanced complete structures, the structure diagrams 
make the appropriate analysis of variance obvious and also lead us to 
defining new sample 2rs which are functions of the S,s presented by 
Wilk and Zyskind. In terms of these sample £*s extremely simple 
rules are obtained for writing down the expected mean squares at sight. 
* 
Balanced structures as defined by Zyskind correspond to balanced 
complete structures in our terminology. 
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Some structures of interest are not in the complete class. Probably 
me most common of these is the Latin square design. Wilk and 
Kempthorne (1957) give the expected mean squares for this structure and 
note that the standard S expansion obtains. From this it is clear that 
the S*s are "robust" over a larger set of structures than just those in 
the complete class. It was felt that extending the study into a consider­
ation of three dimensional Latin squares, or Latin cubes as they are 
called, might be of some interest. Investigation of the expected mean 
squares shows that the analyses of variance one might normally consider 
do not appear to be appropriate. However, by working within a special 
class of Latin cubes which we designate as symmetric Latin cubes, we 
are able to obtain a "nice" result. 
It is further noted that these particular cubes afford a new means of 
fractional replication. Using the cubes to get the treatment combi-
1 4 
nations one is able to take a ^ replicate of a k factorial, k being any 
integral value, and yet maintain (k-l)(k-2) degrees of freedom for 
estimation of each two-factor interaction completely clear of all other 
two-factor interactions. For k a prime number, the usual fractional 
replications based on the four-factor interaction form a subset of the 
possible ones taken in this manner. It is suggested that further ex­
tensions of these cubes to higher dimensions may prove fruitful. 
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H. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The strong ties of this study to earlier studies by Kempthorne, Wilk, 
and Zyskind are obvious from Chapter I. The approach used throughout 
this thesis and even the problem itself is a direct outgrowth of the 
original formulation by Kempthorne (1952, 1955) and the extensions of 
his work by Wilk (1953, 1955a, 1955b) and Zyskind (1958). 
Kempthorne (1952, 1955) gave a general procedure by which linear 
models could be derived for randomized experiments. His investi­
gations included the completely randomized, randomized block, Latin 
square, and split-plot designs. With the exception of the randomized 
block design these were studied only for the situation with a fixed set of 
treatments and experimental units and under the explicitly stated 
assumption of additivity. The randomized block design was presented 
for the non-additive case but still for the fixed situation. 
Wilk (1953, 1955a) gave the finite model analysis for a generalized 
randomized block design without the additivity assumption but also under 
the case of fixed treatments and units. This design included the usual 
randomized block and completely randomized designs as special cases. 
In his Ph. D. thesis, Wilk (1955b) combined the selection random 
variables introduced by Cornfield (1944) and design random variables 
introduced by Kempthorne (1952) in order to make a study of the 
standard designs under more general conditions. No additivity as­
sumptions were made and the usual fixed, mixed, and random situations 
fell out as special cases. As stated in Chapter I, Wilk (1955b) intro­
duced the 2 notation from which certain patterns in the expected mean 
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squares emerged. Most of these results are included in a later series of 
papers by Wilk and Kempthorne (1955, 1956a, 1956b, 1957). 
Zyskind (1958) significantly broadened the earlier formulations. A 
general procedure for constructing the population identity (a vital step in 
the derivation of the statistical models) is presented along with a number 
of useful properties for the "balanced" case. A general definition of the 
S's is given and a set of rules for obtaining the expected mean squares 
in both S and <r2 notation is presented. Zyskind (1958) and Zyskind and 
Kempthorne (I960) used these results to investigate the effect of treat­
ment errors on a number of alternative experimental schemes. Con­
siderable use is made throughout this thesis of some theorems proved by 
Zyskind (1958); hence a full section of the following chapter will be 
devoted to some of his results. 
Several authors have made other investigations related to the 
material in this manuscript. Both Wilk (1955b) and Zyskind (1958) give 
very complete reviews of the literature relevant to this material. For 
this reason no attempt is made to give a complete review but rather to 
briefly trace some of the more significant contributions. 
Tukey (1949) gave general results on expected mean squares for a 
crossed two-way classification based on an assumed model. These 
results were valid for fixed, mixed, and random cases. Cornfield 
(1953), using a well defined sampling approach, independently obtained 
results paralleling those of Tukey (1949). A fairly general theorem on 
expectations of mean squares is given by Cornfield and Tukey (1956) with 
outlines of possible methods of proof. This theorem is basically 
equivalent to one given by Bennett and Franklin (1954). These authors 
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derived the expected value of the square of a sample mean for the two-
factor CiOoDcu axid iicatcd situations by combinatorial methods. 
For dealing with one-way finite populations Tukey (1950) suggested 
the use of polykays. Hooke (1956) generalized these to bipolykays and 
obtained results concerning estimation of variance components and their 
moments for the two-way crossed situation. Zyskind (1958) states that 
the bipolykays specified by Hooke (1956) are identical with the 2Is of 
the two-way population in question. He also suggests that further 
extension to multipolykays may well lead to second degree population 
multipolykays identical with the corresponding S*s. Although Tukey 
(1956a, 1956b, 1957) has been able to obtain variances of variance 
components for certain classifications, it is noted that the presence of 
treatment-unit interactions seems to present difficulties. 
Any review of literature pertaining to the analysis of variance of 
randomized experiments would be incomplete without mention of the 
highly regarded work done by Fisher. It is Fisher (1918, 1924, 1954) to 
whom we owe the technique of the analysis of variance. Due also to 
Fisher (1926, 1935, 1936) is the formal introduction of randomization in 
experimentation. This concept is of course widely accepted now. 
Neyman et al. (1935) were apparently the first to investigate the 
roles of the "experimental unit", the "true yield", and the function of 
randomization in explicit mathematical terms. These concepts were 
used by Neyman et al. (1935) and later by McCarthy (1937) to study the 
problem of tests of hypotheses that the average effect of treatments are 
identical. Welch (1937) and Pitman (1937) investigated the validity 
(under randomization tests) of using the usual F-test in the analysis of 
10 
variance of randomized blocks and Latin squares for testing the hypothe­
sis that all treatments h?ve the same effect on each plot. 
Also of classic importance are the many contributions of Yates. 
Many of the now standard designs contained in textbooks are due in 
whole or in part to him. Those contributions most directly bearing on 
the function and effect of randomization are Yates (1932, 1936, 1939)-
Other early contributions to the study of inference from randomized 
experiments include Eden and Yates (1933), Yates and Cochran (1938), 
Anscombe (1948), and Grundy and Healy (1950). 
Previous works pertinent to our study of Latin cubes are Fisher 
(1935) and Fisher and Yates (1938) in which rules for the use of the 
Latin square design are given. Also of relevance here is the paper by 
Wilk and Kempthorne (1957) discussing the effect of non-additivities in a 
Latin square design. Kempthorne (1952) presents a complete discussion 
of the general pn factorial system and the general case of fractional 
replication which is directly relevant to our use of the symmetric Latin 
cube for fractional replication. 
Cox (1958) attempts to attach physical meaning to the 2*s. Because 
of the broad class of situations over which the 2 expansions continually 
occur it is this author *s feeling that further work along the lines 
followed by Cox (1958) could be well worthwhile. 
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HI. BALANCED COMPLETE STRUCTURES 
A. Response Structures 
Throughout this thesis frequent mention will be made of four types of 
structures: the population structure, the sample structure, the obser­
vational structure, and the experimental structure. The first three of 
the structures may be termed response structures. They involve only 
the relationships such as nesting and crossing and are independent of the 
manner in which the responses are obtained. The experimental structure 
is somewhat synonymous with the design of the experiment and includes 
the sampling and randomization procedures used to obtain the observed 
responses. 
In this section a fairly thorough study of response structures is made. 
For convenience they often will be referred to simply as structures. In 
order to be precise we proceed by giving exact mathematical definitions 
of some of the possible relationships. Scheffe (1959) gives definitions 
for the common notions of two factors being nested, completely crossed, 
or partly crossed, which are convenient for our purposes. Our defi­
nitions are equivalent rewordings of his with further definitions being 
natural extensions of these. It is understood that each definition is based 
upon a given set of responses. 
Definition: The factor B is said to be nested in the factor A if 
and only if each level of B occurs with one and only 
one level of A. 
This means that if A has M levels and B has N levels, then the N 
levels of B fall into M disjoint subsets Bj, B^, . . . , B^ with 
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rij, n^, . . • , levels respectively, such that the i-th subset occurs 
ôïtly with the i-th level of A. It A nests B such that 
nl = n2 = n3 = * " * = nM = n *ken thG nesting is said to be balanced. It 
sometimes will be convenient to say that A and B are nested, without 
specifying which is nested in which. 
Consider as an example the two factors counties and townships. 
Clearly each township is located in one and only one county so the 
townships may be divided into disjoint groups according to the counties 
in which they are situated. By our definition of nesting, townships are 
nested in counties. 
Perhaps a more common example would be that of a field experiment 
in which the plots are formed into groups according to elements such as 
moisture content, fertility, distance apart etc. Each group is then 
called a block and is considered as a particular level of the newly 
formed factor called blocks. Obviously plots are nested in blocks. The 
difference between this situation and the one involving townships is 
merely a formal one. In the first case the grouping is done according to 
levels of a known factor, whereas in the second case the grouping is done 
according to several criterion with the groups determining levels of a 
new factor. Either case however, satisfies our definition. 
It should be clear that the relationship of nesting is transitive. That 
is, if factor A nests factor B and B in turn nests factor C then A 
must also nest C. This is a direct result of the definition, for if each 
level of C occurs with exactly one level of B and each level of B 
occurs with only one level of A then each level of C occurs with only 
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one level of A. 
Definition: Factor A is said to directly nest factor B if A nests 
B and there exists no factor C such that A nests C 
and C nests B. 
Consider as an example a situation involving states, counties, and 
townships as three factors. Although townships are nested in states 
they are not directly nested in states. Townships are however, directly 
nested' in counties and counties are directly nested in states. 
Let us investigate a limiting case of the nesting relationship. If the 
factor A nests the factor B such that = n^ = . . . = n^ = 1 then it 
is evident that both A and B have the same number of levels, that is 
N - M. Also we may form the M levels of A into M disjoint subsets 
with one level each such that the i-th subset occurs only with the i-th 
level of B. Henqe B nests A. 
Definition: If two factors, say A and B, are related such that 
A nests B and B nests A then A and B are said 
to be completely confounded. 
If two factors are completely confounded in any set of responses then it 
is certainly impossible to separate the effect of a certain level of one 
factor from the effect of the corresponding level of the other factor. 
Thus in a sense the two factors are inseparable and we may consider 
them as just one factor or write A = B. 
Let us depart briefly from the discussion of nesting and introduce a 
purely mathematical concept. Birkhoff (1940) has been widely ac­
knowledged for his original work and his standardizing of notations and 
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nomenclatures in lattice theory. It is from his book (1940) and Kiss 
(1947) that the following definitions have been drawn. 
Definition: By a "partially ordered system,11 is meant a system 
P in which a relation x > y (read " x includes y") is 
defined, which satisfies 
(1) For all x, x > x. 
(2) If x > y and y > x, then x = y. 
(3) If x > y and y > z, then x > z .  
We may also write x < y to mean y > x,  and x > y (or y < x) to 
mean that x > y although x 4 y. This notation is thoroughly familiar 
and standard. Examples of partially ordered systems are: (1) the real 
numbers being ordered with respect to magnitude, (2) the subsets of any 
set, if > means the set inclusion relation, and (3) the natural numbers 
if m < ii means that m divides n. 
Definition: By a least element of a partially ordered system P is 
meant an element O which is included in all the 
elements of P; while a greatest element I is one 
which includes all the elements of P. 
A least element is unique if it exists; the same is true for a greatest 
element. 
Definition: By an upper bound to a subset X of a partially 
ordered system P, is meant an element of P including 
every x of X. A least upper bound is an upper bound 
included in every other upper bound. 
The notions of a lower bound and a greatest lower bound are defined 
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analogously. It is clear by property (2) of a partially ordered system 
that a least upper bound (greatest lower bound) is unique if it exists. 
Definition: A lattice is a partially ordered system any two of 
whose elements have a greatest lower bound and a 
least upper bound. 
It follows that the set of all elements of a finite lattice has a greatest 
lower bound O and a least upper bound I. These two elements are 
obviously the least and greatest elements respectively of the lattice. It 
also follows that any finite partially ordered system having an O and an 
I is a lattice. 
Definition: By "x covers y" it is meant that x > y, while no z 
satisfies x > z > y. 
In terms of this definition, the graph of any finite partially ordered 
system P is the graph whose vertices are the different elements 
x, y, . . . , z of P, in which x and y are joined by a segment if and 
only if x covers y or y covers x. If the graph is so drawn that 
whenever x covers y, the vertex x is higher than the vertex y, it is 
called a "Has se diagram" of P. By the use of this Has se diagram and 
the fact that every lattice has an O and an I it is easily discerned 
whether or not a finite partially ordered system is a lattice. 
The connection between partially ordered systems and a set of 
factors with the nesting relationship should now be evident. Clearly a 
particular level of a factor, say A, occurs with only one level of that 
same factor, that is A nests A. Thus the nesting relation satisfies 
property (1) of a partially ordered system. Previous discussion of the 
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properties of the nesting relation shows that properties (2) and (3) of a 
partially ordered system are also satisfied. Further investigation 
indicates the connection with lattices. 
Consider the mean jjl of all the responses in the given set. This 
mean may be considered as a factor having only one level which occurs 
with every response in the set. Hence every level of every factor must 
occur with that one level of p.. It is thus seen that every factor is 
nested m p.. In terms of partially ordered systems, fx is the greatest 
element. 
In our given set of responses let us group together all responses 
which arise from the same combination of levels of all the factors. The 
average value of all responses in a group will be called the "true" yield 
of that set of responses. The differences of these responses from the 
true yield will be considered due to the effect of a factor e. For the 
most part we may consider e as being measurement error and the 
different responses in a group as being different measurements of the 
same true yield. 
Definition: A factor, say A, is said to be multiply nested in a set 
of factors S if and only if each level of A occurs with 
one and only one combination of levels of the set of 
factors S. 
This means that if A has M levels and there are K combinations of 
levels of the factors in S, then the M levels of A fall into K disjoint 
subsets Aj, Ag, ..., A^ with m^, m^, . . . , m^. levels respectively, 
such that the i-th subset occurs only with the i-th combination of 
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levels of the set S. If A is multiply nested in a set of factors S such 
that mj - . . . = m^ = m then the multiple nesting is said to be 
balanced. 
It is easily seen that if A is multiply nested in a set of factors S 
then it is nested in each factor of S. This is shown by taking the union 
of all those sets A^ which pertain to the same level of some factor in 
S, say B. This gives us a partition of the levels of A into disjoint 
subsets corresponding to levels of B and hence B nests A. 
It is also apparent that if a factor C is nested in a factor A and in 
a factor B then it is multiply nested in A and B. To show this we 
need merely consider the partitions of the levels of A given by each 
nesting and then take all possible intersections of these. These inter­
sections give us a partition into disjoint subsets corresponding to each 
combination of levels of A and B. Hence C is multiply nested in A 
and B. The extension to more factors is obvious. 
From this discussion and the manner in which the factor e was 
defined we see that 6 is multiply nested in all factors and hence is 
nested in each factor. In terms of partially ordered systems e is the 
least element. 
The inclusion of p. and e as factors leads us to a natural definition 
of a response structure. 
Definition: A response structure is the lattice, defined on a given 
set of responses, whose elements consist of the set of 
factors S, the mean p., and the measurement error € ; 
and whose inclusion relation (>) is that of nesting. 
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We note that the following properties are satisfied for any response 
e + vn • 
(1) For all A in S, A > A 
(2) If A > B and B > A, then A = B 
(3) If A > B and B > C, then A > C 
(4) jj. > A, for all A in S 
(5) A > e, for all A in S. 
It should be clear that if A and B are in S we may have A > B or 
B > A or A and B not nested. 
As mentioned in Chapter I, Zyskind (1958) introduced a symbolic 
notation to describe response structures. This is exemplified by 
(A : B)(C) which indicates B is nested in A and C is not nested with 
either A or B. Zyskind points out that some structures cannot be 
specified completely by a single order bracket notation and gives an 
example involving four entities denoted by S, P, Q, and R. The set of 
relations is: Q is nested in S, and R is nested in SP combinations. 
Symbolically: (S : Q)(P) and (SP : R). It is apparent that the symbolic 
representation of a structure involving several more factors could be­
come extremely difficult if not impossible to obtain. The Hasse 
diagram appears to offer a new and useful scheme for representing 
these structures. 
It is readily seen that our definition of A directly nesting B corre­
sponds exactly to the definition of A covering B. We will call the 
Hasse diagram of a response structure the structure diagram. It is 
obtained by representing each factor (including p. and 6 ) by a small 
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circle, placing the circle for A above that for B and connecting by a 
line if A directly nests £. Then X nests Y if and only if there is a 
descending broken line from X to Y. 
Since the designation of a factor by a letter is arbitrary we need not 
differentiate between the two possibilities of A nesting B and B 
nesting A. Thus for two factors we obtain the following structure 
diagrams: 
(!) 9 H (-2) n 
o A 
l  
o B 
O € € 
Such a representation proves to give a quickly understood and easily 
obtained picture of the exact nesting relationships between factors in a 
given set of responses. 
The second structure however, warrants further discussion. Up to 
this point we have restricted ourselves to the one relationship of nesting. 
Two factors have been considered as either nested or not nested. For 
two factors not to be nested it is only necessary that at least one level of 
each factor occurs with more than one level of the other factor. If two 
factors are not nested it is convenient to say they are crossed. A 
special case of this is given by the following definition. 
Definition: Two factors, say A and B, are said to be completely 
crossed if every level of A occurs with every level of 
B. 
If two factors are neither nested nor completely crossed we say that they 
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are partly crossed. 
The second structure diagram for two factors tells us that A and B 
are not nested but it does not tell us whether they are completely 
crossed or partly crossed in some form. Therefore the structure 
diagram does not represent a unique relationship between A and B. In 
order to make the meaning of the structure diagram unique we restrict 
ourselves to the completely crossed case. That is if two factors are not 
nested then they are completely crossed. 
Further discussion is needed however for structures involving more 
than two factors. The case of three factors seems to exhibit most of the 
difficulties which arise. A complete enumeration of response structure 
diagrams for three factors is given in Figure 1. 
The first structure is analogous to the first structure for two 
factors, that is all factors are related by nesting. Structure diagram (2) 
indicates that B is nested in A and that C is completely crossed with 
both A and B. The third diagram shows C nested in A and in B and 
therefore multiply nested in A and B. 
A new situation is presented by the fourth diagram. Clearly B and 
C cannot be completely crossed because those levels of B which occur 
only with the i-th level of A could not occur with those levels of C 
which occur with other levels of A. Therefore the diagram must be 
taken to imply that for any given level of A those corresponding levels 
of B and C are completely crossed. We say that B is completely 
crossed with C within A. 
Structure diagram (5) still presents some ambiguity. Since no two of 
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Figure 1. Structure diagrams for three factors 
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the factors are connected by a descending line we know that any pair of 
factors must be completely crossed. Consider a situation in which the 
set of responses consists of the following: 000, 012, 021, 102, 111, 
120, 201, 210, 222, where each triplet represents the corresponding 
levels of A, B, and C respectively in a particular response. 
Inspection shows that any two of the factors are completely crossed but 
that given the levels of any two factors the level of the third factor is 
determined. In this case the three factors are said to be pair wise 
crossed. In order to have a unique representation we eliminate this 
possibility and restrict the structure diagram to mean that all three 
factors are completely crossed. 
Definition: A set of factors is said to be completely crossed if 
every level of every factor occurs with every combi­
nation of levels of the other factors. 
By restricting ourselves to only certain types of response structures 
we have given the structure diagrams for two or three factors a unique 
meaning. These particular response structures belong to a class which 
we shall call complete response structures. 
Definition: Let S be the complete set of factors of a response 
structure and let X be any subset of S such that no 
two of the factors of X are related by nesting. The 
structure is said to be complete if the factors of X are 
completely crossed within every combination of levels of 
all the factors in S which nest two or more of the 
factors of X. Any structure which is not complete is 
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said to be incomplete. 
It is apparent that the structure diagrams represent a unique complete 
response structure and will henceforth be used only for thie purpose. 
To clarify the definition and to indicate why it is only necessary for 
the factors of X to be completely crossed within each combination of 
levels of factors which nest two or more factors of X we may consider 
three structures. First consider the structure indicated below. Another 
representation of this structure is given in Figure 2, where for 
simplicity each factor is assumed to have two levels within each level of 
the factor directly nesting it. If there is a response in each cell then we 
can see that every level of D occurs with every level of C and hence 
are completely crossed over the whole set of responses and not just 
within AB combinations. This is an example of where factors, A and 
B in this case, each nest only one factor and shows why the levels of A 
and B need not be specified for C and D to be completely crossed. 
It should be noted however that all factors are nested in |i and hence C 
and D must be completely crossed to satisfy the definition. 
It was previously shown for the structure diagram (4) in Figure 1, 
that B and C were completely crossed only within given levels of A. 
This explains why the definition requires complete crossing only within 
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Figure 2. A representation of a complete four-factor response structure 
given levels of factors which nest two or more. Similarly in the 
structure given below it may be seen that B, C, and E are completely 
crossed only within a given level of A but that it is not necessary to 
restrict oneself to a given level of D because D nests only the one 
factor. 
We have now obtained a scheme by which we may uniquely represent 
any complete response structure involving any finite number of factors. 
It would seem of some academic interest to obtain a complete enumer­
ation of such structures up to a reasonable number of factors. The 
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structure diagram provides a tool by which such an enumeration is 
poaslble, but the number of possible structures increases at an 
extremely rapid rate as the number of factors increases. Figure 1 
displays all complete response structures for three factors while 
Figures 3 and 4 give the possible structure diagrams for four and five 
factors respectively. No sequence has been determined which allows 
predicting the number of complete structures for n factors in general. 
Definition: A balanced response structure is one in which every 
nesting and multiple nesting is balanced. 
Throughout the remainder of this chapter we assume complete response 
structures which are balanced. Many structures involved in sociological 
studies, sample surveys, etc. will not satisfy this requirement. Our 
.main concern in this investigation, however, lies in designed experi­
ments for which, in a large number of situations, the assumption is 
realistic as well as extremely simplifying. 
B. Some Known Results 
As mentioned before the methods used in the present work are a 
direct outgrowth of previous contributions to randomization theory by 
Kempthorne (1952, 1955), Wilk (1955b), and Zyskind (1958). Consider­
able use is made throughout this thesis of some of the results obtained by 
these authors. In order to have handy reference to these results and to 
made this thesis as self-contained as possible we include a brief review. 
It should be noted that some of the following material is part of common 
statistical knowledge. Most of the material included however, is due 
either entirely or at least in final form to Zyskind (1958). 
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1. The population identity 
Consider the population oT all possible responses and denote a 
typical response by Y. The response is envisaged to depend on a 
number of entities or factors, every one of which is indicated by a corre­
sponding subscript of Y. The values of the subscript indicate the levels 
of the factors in question. One can obtain partial population means by 
averaging over the entire range of values of particular sets of subscripts. 
Partial means are denoted by the usual symbol for a response but with 
the omission of subscripts over which the average has been taken. An 
admissible partial mean is defined as one in which whenever a nested 
index appears then all the indices which nest it appear also. Our 
considerations are restricted to admissible means only. 
For any particular partial mean the group of indices which nest no 
other indices of the mean is defined to be the group of indices of the 
rightmost bracket. The grouping of indices of the rightmost bracket is 
indicated by using parenthesis, -( ), unless all the indices in question are 
in the rightmost bracket. Extensive use is made of the rightmost 
bracket concept. As an example consider the population of responses 
involving three factors, A, B, and C, in which A nests B and C is 
completely crossed with both A and B. Let the subscripts i, j, and k 
correspond to factors A, B, and C respectively. The admissible 
partial means are denoted by: Y, Y^ Y%, Y^, Y.^, Y.^ . 
From every admissible partial mean linear combinations of means 
are formed which are called components. These components are 
obtained by selecting all those partial means which are yielded by the 
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mean in question when some, none, or all of its rightmost bracket 
subscripts are omitted in 9!! possible ways. Whenever an odd number of 
indices is omitted the mean is preceded by a negative sign and whenever 
an even number is omitted the mean is preceded by a positive sign. The 
partial mean from which a component is generated is called the leading 
mean of that component. The components so constructed have a corre­
spondence with the effects and interactions of the usual assumed linear 
models. For the example above the components corresponding to the 
partial means are: Y, (Y. - Y), (Y% - Y), (Y^ - Y. - Yfc + Y), (Y^-Y.), 
(Yi(jk) " Yi(j) " Yik + T0m 
Zyskind shows that for any given population structure the typical 
response can be expressed identically as a sum of all its corresponding 
components. This relation is called the population identity. 
2. Balanced population structures 
Zyskind gives the following definition of a balanced population 
structure. 
Definition: A balanced population structure is one in which the 
range of any one index is the same for all possible 
combinations of values of the other indices. 
It should be noted here that this definition is equivalent to our definition 
of a balanced complete population structure. To see that Zyskind*s 
definition is equivalent to ours, consider any factor in a balanced 
complete structure and the number of levels that factor has within any 
combination of levels of the factors nesting it. By the definition of 
balanced nesting or multiple nesting this number is the same regardless 
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of the levels of the factors nesting it. Also, because the structure is 
complete every level of the factor occurs with every combination of 
levels of the other factors and hence the number of levels is independent 
of them. The reverse case follows similarly. 
The following properties of balanced population structures are basic 
to many of the results which are obtained. 
(1) For any type of component the sum of values of the components is 
zero over the population range of any one index of the rightmost bracket 
of the leading term. 
(2) The sum of squares of the responses over all values of all 
indices is equal to the sum of squares of all the individual typical 
components over the ranges of these same indices. This property 
generalizes identities such as: 
S Y2 = S Y2 + S (Y - Y)2 + S (Y., , - Y.)2 . 
ij ij ij 1 ij lU) 1 
(3) The number of linearly independent values of a given type of 
component is equal to the product of the population ranges of indices of 
the component which do not belong to its rightmost bracket, times the 
product of the diminished ranges of the indices of the rightmost bracket. 
The diminished range of an index is defined as the range of the index 
minus one. The number of linearly independent values of a component is 
said to be the number of degrees of freedom of the component. 
(4) For every type of component the sum of squares of values of the 
component over the ranges of all the indices in the rightmost bracket is 
equal to the sum over the same indices of a linear function of squares of 
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the partial means making up the component. The coefficients of the 
squared means in this linear function are the same as those of the 
corresponding partial means in the component. This property gener­
alizes identities such as: 
£ (Yitik) " Yi(j> " Yik + Y>* - fk(Y?(jk) - Yi0) -Y*+Y?'-
Definition: The sum of squares of values of a component over all 
indices of the component divided by its degrees of 
freedom is said to be the component of variation for 
that component. 
Henceforth particular components of variation are denoted by o*2's 
with the same subscripts bracketed in the same manner as the leading 
mean of the component. 
Definition: Consider a particular type of component and all <r2,s 
of the following form: 
(i) the set of subscripts of <r2 includes the set of 
subscripts corresponding to the leading term of the 
component as a subset, 
(ii) the excess subscripts lie exclusively in the 
rightmost bracket of or2 . 
The linear combination of all such <r2,s, where the coefficient of a 
particular <r2 with k excess subscripts is: 
( _ X \ k  1  
* Product of population ranges of the excess indices ' 
is defined as the 2 corresponding to the type of component under 
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consideration. The subscript notation for the 2 is to be the same as 
for the type of component. 
It should be pointed out that the component of variation corresponding 
to the null set is Y2 = o-g and that the corresponding is uniquely 
defined. 
3. Balanced pure samples from balanced populations 
This section pertains only to pure samples and not to samples 
obtained through the random association of factors with one another. 
For reasons of mathematical difficulty and also primary interest, 
Zyskind, as do we, limits his study to balanced samples. Here sample 
balance with respect to the set of subscripts for a typical sampled 
response is defined analogously to balance in the case of a population. 
By the same argument as before this definition is equivalent to our 
definition of a balanced complete pure sample structure. It is noted that 
for the case of pure samples there is a direct one-to-one correspondence 
between the sample and population sets of subscripts. 
The following is a series of results on the expectation of squares of 
sample means. 
a. Samples from a one-way finite population Consider a simple 
random sample of size n drawn without replacement from a population 
of N elements whose values are denoted by , i = 1, 2, . . . , N and 
N 
are such that 2 A. = 0. Denote by x.* the value of the i*-th 
i=i 1 l* 
1 
selected sample member and let x = — 2 x... . Then it is well known 
n i* x* 
that 
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E xf* = (1 - ï-r) o-2 , and 
e x 2  =  ( 1 - 2 '  ' a  
N' n 
2 1 2 
where <r^ = j S A. and the symbol E denotes the expectation 
operator. Factors like (1 - appropriate to the selection of n 
levels out of N possible levels are called finite correction factors. 
b. Cross samples from crossed populations We consider the two 
dimensional case. Assume a population of elements denoted by P„ 
arranged in a two-way table of A rows and B columns; i = 1,2,... , A 
and j = 1, 2, .. ., B. The values P.^ are subject to the conditions 
li py= |i py= 0 
A random selection of a out of A rows is made and independently a 
random selection of b out of B columns is made; the elements of the 
sample are the elements of the intersections of the chosen rows and 
columns. Such a sample is said to be a cross sample. 
Denote a typical selected item by and the appropriate partial 
means by x^, x.^ , and x. Then 
<r2 
Ex3 - (1 - J_)(l - |) -££-
where trAR ^ 1)(B l) ?? **ij * The expectation of x^ is obtained 
from the above expression by placing a = 1. Placing b = 1 gives 
E while placing a = b = 1 yields E x?^^ . 
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The basic form of the result remains valid regardless of the 
ïLiimber ox dimensions involved. 
c. Nested samples from nested populations Consider a population 
of AB items arranged in A groups of B items each and denote a 
typical value by ; i= 1, ..., A and j = 1, 2, .. ., B. The 
values of P^^ are subject to the condition 
B 
2 P.fi = 0 for all i . 
j=l U' 
Let the sampling procedure consist of choosing randomly a out of 
A groups and independently within each selected group choosing b out 
of the B elements. Denote the value of the j*-th chosen element in 
the i*-th chosen group by and the appropriate partial sample 
means by and x. Then 
e x a =  ( , - ! , % )  
where <r^(B) = A(B_X) = p?(j) • Exi* and E xi*(j*) are obtained by 
placing b = 1 and a = b = 1 respectively. 
d. Mixed samples from mixed populations Consider now a 
balanced population of mixed structure and envisage taking a balanced 
random sample of the same structure from this population. A typical 
response of the population is expressed as a sum of components by 
means of the population identity. The sum over any one index of the 
rightmost bracket of any component equals zero. Hence the conditions 
imposed on the population items in the two previous sections hold for the 
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components of that type and are not assumed but rather are consequences 
o£ their definition. 
A sample of responses then induces a sampling of values from each 
type of component and it may be seen that the observed sample mean is 
equal to the sum of sample means from the individual types of com­
ponents . Taking the expectation of the squared sample mean it is seen 
that the expectation of cross-products of sums involving any two 
different components is equal to zero. Also, the finite correction 
factor for the expectation of a sample mean of a component is seen to 
arise from the contents of the rightmost bracket only while the divisor 
of the component equals the number of times the component in question 
enters into the formation of the mean. 
Because the sample structure is identical with that of the population 
we represent a sampled response using subscripts with a one-to-one 
correspondence to those of a population response. It is evident that the 
sample means which are admissible are the ones which correspond to 
the admissible population means. It follows that all properties of 
balanced population structures hold also for the sample structures 
considered here. 
Theorem: 
The expectation of the square of any admissible partial mean, arising 
from a balanced sample of responses, is equal to a linear function of all 
the different population components of variance. The coefficient of each 
component of variation is the product of the finite correction factors, one 
factor for each index of the rightmost bracket of the component, divided 
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by the product of the sample ranges of indices which the component has 
in excess of the admissible paillai medn. If a is the sample range of 
an arbitrary sample subscript i*, then the finite correction factor due 
to the corresponding population index i with range A is of the form 
(1 - ^ ) if i* is averaged over, and of the form (1 - if i* is not 
averaged over. 
It is apparent that we may write down the expected value of the 
square of the overall sample mean and then obtain results for partial 
sample means by putting the ranges of sample indices not averaged over 
equal to one. 
The result of the above theorem may also be expressed in terms of 
the population Sxs. Let denote the 2 corresponding to the 
type of population component for which the set of letters belonging to the 
rightmost bracket is R and for which X is the set of letters not 
belonging to the rightmost bracket. Denote by the product of 
ranges of all sample indices corresponding to those population indices in 
the set X + R and define = 1 if X+R is the null set. Then 
e x 2  =  x = r  ^  W-
Let S* be the set of indices of any particular admissible partial 
sample mean and S the corresponding set of population indices. Then 
it follows that: 
EXS*= XSR 2X(R) > • 
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e. The sample analysis of variance As previously mentioned the 
cample structure is ideutiual with the population structure for the cases 
under consideration. Hence there is a unique sample identity formed in 
a manner completely analogous to that for the population identity. 
Because we restrict ourselves to balanced samples all the properties of 
the population identity hold also for the sample identity. 
We define the sample analysis of variance to be the tabular par­
titioning of the total sum of squares and degrees of freedom of all 
sample responses into parts, each part corresponding to one type of 
component of the sample identity. Hence the source of each line of the 
analysis of variance may be designated by the leading mean of the 
component involved. 
Let S=^ denote the set of sample subscripts associated with the 
leading mean of a particular line of the analysis of variance and the 
corresponding set of population subscripts. Denote by S the complete 
set of all population subscripts used in writing the cr2,s and 2Ts and 
by Sg the set of population subscripts associated with a particular 2. 
The following theorem is an equivalent rewording of the theorem 
proved by Zyskind. 
Theorem: 
The expected value of the mean square of the line for which the set 
of subscripts for the leading mean is S^= has the form: 
2 P(S., S?) 2S 
S2cS & b2 
where 
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P(Sj, S g) = 0 if and only if , 
oli-lcx-wise 
P(Sj, Sg) = the product of ranges of all sample 
subscripts corresponding to the population 
subscripts in S - S^. 
We now proceed to give an example illustrating the results given on 
balanced samples from balanced populations of the same structure. 
Consider the population structure mentioned in Section B. 1 of this 
chapter -which in Zyskindts notation is designated by (A: B)(C). Suppose 
we randomly choose a levels out of A and c levels out of C for 
factors A and C respectively. Then within each chosen level of A 
we select b out of B levels of factor B. The selected responses are 
those occurring at the intersections of the selected levels. 
We then denote a typical population response by 
^i(jk) * ^ ~ • • • * A; j — I., 2, . .. , B> k = 1 * 2, ... * C. Similarly 
the typical sampled response is denoted by : i* = 1, 2, . . . , a ; 
j* = 1, 2, . .. , b ; k* = 1, 2, . . . , c . The population identity is 
Yi(jk) = Y + (Y. - Y) + (Yk - Y) + (Y* - - Yfc+ Y) 
* <Yi(j) " Yi> + (Yi(jk) " Yi(j) " Yik + Yi> 
= LI + A. + CK + (AC)^ + + (BC)^KJ . 
Then 
+ (i -1> 4^ - ( l  - i.(1 - ê> 
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=  k ' -  +  è : 4 c )  +  & ( ' ! -  5  4 ( b )  -  ^ 4 ( b c x  
+ lCarC-i (rAC) + à-(oAC ' à °A(BC}} + Sb(oA(B) " G °A(BC) } 
,  1 _2 
abc ^A(BC) 
= S0 + - SA + - Sc + — SAC + âb SA(B) + âbc SA(BC) ' 
We may obtain Sx?^ by putting a = 1, E xi*k* ^ putting a = c = 1, 
etc. 
Using the sample identity and property (2) of balanced structures we 
note: 
= it=k, <xi**x'2 + (xk.-xf2 + Cxi*k»-xi*-xk» + x'Z 
+ txi»(j*) " xi*^ + ^xi*(j*k*} ~ xi*0*) " Xi*k* + xi* ^  ^  ' 
The sum of squares for a particular line of the analysis of variance is 
then given by the sum over all sample subscripts of the squares of that 
particular sample component. Table 1 displays the analysis of 
variance and expected mean squares for this situation. 
4. Randomized experiments 
In most designed experimental investigations the physical act of 
randomization is employed. If the chosen levels of two factors are 
assigned to each other through the process of randomization the two 
factors are said to be randomly associated. Previous authors, including 
Zyskind, have used the term randomly confounded, but as pointed out in 
Chapter I, this author prefers the use of that term for the special case 
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Table 1. The sample analysis of variance for the structure (A:B)(C) 
Source d. f. E.M. S. 
X 1 sa(bc)+ csa(b)+ bsac+ ab2c+ bcsa+ abc20 
xi* a-1 sa(bc)+ csa(b)+ bsac+ bcsa 
V c — 1 sa(bc)+ bsac+ absc 
xi*k* [a-l)(c- 1) 2a(bc) + bsac 
a(b-l) sa(bc)+ csa(b) 
xi*(j*k*) a(b-l)(c-d 2a(bc) 
in which two factors are completely confounded through the random 
assignment. 
When two factors are randomly associated a particular type of sample 
is induced in some population components. Zyskind calls it a simple 
fractionated sample. 
Consider a set of AP items with values denoted by P.^, where 
i = 1, 2, .. . , A; u = 1, 2, . . . , P; and such that 
I p* = = °-
Partition the P^*s into sets having like i's and choose at random a 
such sets. Within each chosen set select r P^*s but with the 
restriction that no chosen P^'s may have like values of u regardless 
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of the value of i. 
We denote the f-th chosen item in the i*-th selected set of i*s by 
x.^; i* = 1, 2, .. . , a and f = 1, 2, . . . , r. The sampled items now 
have a nested structure and the admissible partial means are x.a|c£, x.* , 
and x. For this situation it may be shown that 
Ex2 = /T(l - j )  - p(l - J 
where <rj^p =-{a-1)(P-1) P Piu * E xi* and E xi*f may bé obtained by 
setting r = 1 and a = r = 1 respectively. 
The form of this result has an immediate generalization to cases in 
which r selected levels of the factor P are assigned to each 
combination of selected levels of the other factors. Such a form is 
exemplified by 
C0 - i)d - i)d - |) - - |)d - |>(1 - |) J • 
Just as the finite correction factors for pure sampling arise only 
from the contents of the rightmost bracket so do the correction factors of 
the above form. For example, in a randomized block design the plots, 
P, are nested in the blocks, B, so letters of the rightmost bracket of 
the interaction of treatments with plots within blocks are T and P. 
The expected value of the square of the overall mean induced in this 
interaction is: 
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where b is the number of randomly chosen blocks and r is the 
number of plots within each block assigned to a particular treatment. 
This may also be expressed in the form 
1 11 1 1 1 lt 2 
^rbt T X ~rEt P x bt + PT x b * °B(PT) ' 
In general, all correction factors presented for a general component 
°2C(Y) kave been of the form 
Z B)! x 
Z c Y IT (range of i) X+Y-Z 
ieZ 
where Y denotes the set of rightmost bracket subscripts of o r 2 ,  Z is 
an arbitrary subset of Y, q is the number of letters in Z, and 
N^+y 2 is the number of different components, whose type is 
specified by the set of indices X+Y-Z, entering into the formation of the 
sample mean. This property, along with the property that squares of 
sample means induced in the different types of population components 
are pairwise uncorrelated, forms a sufficient condition for the expected 
value of the square of the overall sample mean to admit the standard 2 
expansion. The standard 2 expansion is specified by 
5 x 2  =  x ? r  s x ( r >  '  '  
The expected value of any admissible partial mean may then be obtained 
by placing the range of all sample subscripts of that partial mean equal 
to one in the expansion. 
Consider a one-factor completely randomized design. The 
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treatments, A, and experimental units, P, have a completely crossed 
structure in the population of conceptual responses. A typical population 
response is designated by ; i = 1, 2, P and k = (, 2, A. 
In order to achieve sample balance and obtain the properties desired 
for the sample identity it is necessary to modify the sample subscripts. 
Hence there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence between sample 
and population subscripts. An actual typical observation is denoted 
then by x^*^ » k* = 1, 2, . . ., a and f = 1, 2, . . . , r ; where f 
denotes the f-th chosen unit to receive the k*-th selected treatment. 
Hence the sample structure is a nested one and the admissible sample 
means are x^^, » and x. 
It may be seen that summations over f alone will pick up samples, 
equal in size to the summation range of f, from types of population 
components involving P. Summation over the subscript k* will pick 
up samples from components involving the letter A and also those 
involving P. The subscript k* is said to be in complete ambivalence 
relation with the population subscripts P and A. 
Definition: A sample subscript i* and a population subscript i 
are said to be in the relation of complete ambivalence 
if summation over the range of i* always implies that 
the size of the induced sample in every population 
component involving i is multiplied by the sample 
range of i* . 
This definition may be extended to sets of subscripts as follows, 
Definition: The full sets of sample and population subscripts are 
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said to be in the relation of complete ambivalence if 
whenever summation over the range of any one of the 
sample indices is effected, then independently of the 
state of the other indices the size of the induced 
sample in every one of the types of population 
components either remains unchanged or is multiplied 
by the range of the sample index in question. 
Consider the set of experiments for which the expected value of the 
square of the overall mean admits the standard 2 expansion. Further, 
suppose that the set of sample subscripts used is in complete ambiva­
lence relation with the set of population subscripts. Let Xg* be the 
leading term of a particular line of the analysis of variance and Y* be 
the set of rightmost bracket subscripts of S*. Denote by S the 
complete set of all population subscripts used in writing the <r2,s and 
2Js and denote by the set of population subscripts associated with 
a particular 2. 
Theorem: 
The expected value of the mean square whose leading term is Xg* 
is: 
2 P(Y*, S 7 )  2q 
S2cS 2 
where P(Y* , S^) = 0 if and only if at least one of the subscripts of 
Y* is not in complete ambivalence with any of the subscripts of ; 
and otherwise B(Y* , S^) = number of times a value of the component 
specified by 5^ enters into the formation of the overall sample mean. 
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Using this theorem one is able to write out completely the expected 
mean squares for a large class of experiments. As well as affirming 
the results given by Wilk on most of the standard designs such as 
randomized blocks and split plots the theorem may be used for a 
broader class of situations. Zyskind also applied this theorem to 
obtain the expected mean squares for various experiments expressly 
taking into account the question of treatment error. 
Just as one envisages a structuring of the experimental material 
available, so one can envisage a structuring of the effect of the 
treatments. The attempts at producing intended amounts of treatments 
are called treatment sublevels and are considered as being nested 
within the intended amounts. For such experiments the above theorem 
has proven to be useful. 
It is noted however, that use of the theorem depends upon first 
finding an appropriate set of sample subscripts. For the more 
complicated situations this appropriate set is by no means obvious. It 
should be mentioned though that the standard 2 expansion of the overall 
sample mean does not depend on this set of subscripts and that one may 
obtain expectation of squares of partial means from this. Using 
property (4) of balanced structures one may then obtain expected mean 
squares by direct manipulation of these expectations. The coefficient 
of a 2 in this instance is not necessarily an integral value. The Latin 
squares and Latin cubes afford examples of this and will be explored in 
the next chapter. 
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C. Properties of the 2* s 
In the previous section of this chapter we discussed the population 
identity and gave appropriate definitions of the cr2,s and 2*s. These 
definitions depended upon the concept of the rightmost bracket which one 
obtains by noting the nesting relationships of the relevant factors. The 
structure diagrams presented in Section A clearly point out all nestings 
in the structure and thus can be useful in quickly determining the 
subscripts which are in the rightmost bracket of any partial mean. 
From the theorems given in Section B it is immediately apparent 
that the introduction of the 2*s greatly simplify the results for many 
situations. For this reason it seems of interest to explore the 
properties of the 2*s . 
1. Notation 
Although various notations will necessarily be introduced at the 
proper time for specific situations a certain amount of notation will be 
standardized throughout the remainder of this thesis. We now present 
that which will be standard. 
A typical population response will always be designated by Y with 
each factor of the structure indicated by a corresponding subscript. We 
make the additional convention that the subscript A will be used to 
represent the factor A, the subscript B to represent the factor B, 
and so on. These will always be capital letters with the exception of 
jj. and e. Since p. has only one level no subscript is used to denote it 
although 20 is used to designate the 2 corresponding to \l . As in 
Section B the range of any subscript designating a nested factor equals 
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the number of levels that factor has within each combination of levels of 
the nesting factors. This range will be denoted by the same capital 
letter as the subscript ; for example A = 1, 2, .. ., A. The range of 
€ will be given by £ . There should be no ambiguity as to whether we 
are referring to a subscript or the range of that subscript. The letter 
E however will be reserved throughout the thesis to denote the usual 
expectation operator. 
By observing the population structure diagram all nesting relation­
ships and hence all admissible partial means are easily determined. 
In accordance with Zyskind the absence of a subscript indicates that 
subscript has been averaged over. Those subscripts in the rightmost 
bracket of any partial mean are indicated by parentheses, { ), and used 
to define the corresponding population components exactly as in Section 
B. 1 of this chapter. For abbreviation any component will be represented 
by a with subscripts exactly corresponding to those of the leading mean 
of the component. The <r2,s and S*s are designated similarly. 
A typical sampled response will always be designated by y with the 
proper subscripts. Just as we use the convention of representing the 
factor A by the subscript A (A = 1, 2, . . . , A) in the population we 
shall use the convention of denoting factor A by the subscript 
a (a = 1, 2, . . . , a) in the set of pure sampled responses. Again no 
ambiguity should result. Because the sample is also taken to be of a 
balanced complete structure the sample identity is formed analogously 
to that of the population and also has the properties given in Section 
B. 1 . 
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In many instances we shall need to represent the subscripts of a 
<r2 or 2 by arbitrary sets. For example would indicate a 2 
whose set of rightmost bracket subscripts is T and whose non-
rightmost bracket subscripts lie in the set R+S . In some cases when 
using sets to denote subscripts it will be simpler to write merely 2^^ 
in which case the rightmost bracket subscripts may be contained partly 
in R and partly in S. 
2. Population structures 
We have indicated some results given by Zyskind (1958) relating to 
balanced complete pure samples from balanced complete population 
structures. In each case of pure sampling the assumption was made 
that the structure of the population was identical with that of the sample. 
It is easy to visualize however, the possibility of having a nested 
population structure and yet selecting a simple random sample by 
ignoring the nesting factor. Other possibilities would be to select a 
simple random sample from a crossed population or a nested sample 
from a crossed population. 
One feels intuitively that such schemes would not yield "nice" results 
in terms of the 2*s defined in accordance with the population structure. 
This is easily verified by a brief investigation. For the present we 
ignore the factor e. 
Consider a population structure with two factors A and B such 
that A nests B and suppose we select a simple random sample of size 
k from these AB responses. It is easily seen that 
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e y > , + ^ 7 .  
XX. 
Clearly By2 cannot be expressed as a simple linear combination of the 
S's. The terms in the brackets do collapse however to 
°K = 2 (^AB ~ as mu®t- Hence if the population 
AB 
identity is collapsed and the <rz,s and S's defined accordingly we have 
y.2 
Ey* = n2 + (1 -|>TT-
= 
2e + £ sc • 
Similarly if one draws a simple random sample of size k from a 
crossed population of AB responses it is easily verified that 
Again the expression cannot be written as a simple linear function of the 
population S's but can be reduced to the simple expression above in 
terms of 2g-. The analogous result holds for selecting a nested sample 
from a crossed population. 
Because any pure sampling scheme from a population of mixed 
structure different from that of the sample would apparently be some 
combination or extension of these three examples it is evident that such 
schemes do not yield simple results in terms of the S's for the 
population. Suppose a population response is designated by 
Yabcd GH ' a sampled response is designated by Ypqr vw » 
where p is a random selection from (AB) which can be crossed or 
nested, q is a random selection of (CD), etc. The selection may be 
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represented bv random variables çv.ch 25 y?,, where 
ab 
= 1 if the value of p corresponds to the value 
of (AB) 
y^-R = 0 otherwise. 
We are then interested in terms such as y = S y?„ YATt . Under 
P AB 
these circumstance s the expectation of y^ equals Y, and hence the 
variance of y equals k S (YATl - Y)2 where k is some constant. 
P AB 
If we were to use components defined by the population structure, then 
we obtain a relation such as 
<TAB - Y> = (TA-Y> + (YB-Y> + TAB-YA-YB + Y>-
where for this example A and B are assumed to be crossed. Thus 
z CYAB-Y>2 = BS(YA-Y)2 + AS(Y -Y)2+ S (YAB-YA-YR-Y)2 
AB A B AB B 
and we would obviously be faced with carrying all the terms of the right-
hand side in order to express the variance of y^. 
However, if we consider the population structure as the limit of the 
sample structure as the sample size approaches the population size, then 
the results maintain a simple form. This corresponds to collapsing the 
population structure to the same structure as the sample. We see 
therefore that the sample structure implies the appropriate population 
structure and that a more complete designation of the population 
structure does not allow any broader interpretation of the sampled 
responses. Henceforth a single structure diagram will be used to 
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represent both the population and sample structures. 
3. Random grouping 
In a light opposite from the above, one can envisage selecting a 
sample from a population and then forming the selected levels of some 
factor into groups. In this way a new structure is formed in which the 
original factor is replaced by two factors having a nested relationship. 
This procedure is often followed in some randomized experiments and 
we now obtain some results useful for these situations. 
We begin by first proving that for pure sampling schemes the S*s 
are "inherited on the average". Tukey (1950) first used this terminology 
which refers to expressions whose average in samples of any size is the 
same as their values for the whole finite population. 
Because the sample structure is the same as the population structure 
the sample identity corresponds exactly to the population identity. Thus 
for the set of sampled responses we may define sample <r2,s and S*s 
which are completely analogous to those for the population. 
For notational purposes let S be the set of all population subscripts 
and s be the set of all sample subscripts. Similarly, since there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between S and s, if X is any subset of S, 
we denote the corresponding subset of s by x. 
Theorem 1: 
If x is any subset of s such that Sx is admissible in the pure 
sample structure then E Zx = . 
Proof: 
The sample structure defines a sample analysis of variance for 
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which every line corresponds to an admissible sample component of 
variance, say <r^ . The expected mean square of that line in the 
analysis of variance equals E(kw<r^) where k equals the product of 
r a n g e s  o f  a l l  s a m p l e  s u b s c r i p t s  i n  s  - w .  
Let ux be the set of all subscripts in s, disjoint from x, which 
are not nested in any subscripts other than those in x. That is, u^ is 
the largest subset of s such that ux lies entirely in the rightmost 
bracket of <r2 . Then letting u denote a subset of u 
™x 
. a 
kxZx = 2 M kx+u 4 
uc u 
— X 
We shall refer to those <r Ts which appear in S as the relevant 
xu •ir<r x 
<r2,s . 
Now E(k^^ (r^ ) equals the expected mean square for the y^ line 
in the sample analysis of variance. By the theorem in Section B. 3. on 
expected mean squares for the pure sample case we see that 
E tkx+u °xu ^  = T^s_x_u kx+u+t ZXUT 
where is the product of ranges of sample subscripts corre­
sponding to S-X-U. We note that Z^^T a^way8 ^as the same 
coefficient in any expected mean square in which it appears. 
Consider any (R 4 0) which occurs in Ekx o"x and let R* be 
the largest subset of R such that P* lies entirely in the rightmost 
bracket of . Clearly if U£R then U c R* because U lies 
entirely in the rightmost bracket of . Also, if U £ R then 
does not occur in E <r2 . Thus is contained in E cr2 if and only 
xu XR xu 
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if U £ R* . Consider any subset of R*, say R^ , then R^ is equal to 
some U where cr2 occurs in k zi . Hence S_-_ occurs in the 
XU X X -X.lv 
expectation of those and only those relevant cr^ Ts corresponding to 
some R^ . There are 2 such subsets of R* and half of the 
corresponding *s have a positive coefficient while half have a 
negative coefficient in E . Therefore the net coefficient of SVT) is 
x AK. 
zero in E Sx. 
Now let R = 0, then = Z^. The only relevant <r2 which has 
Z^£ in its expectation is <r* . From the analysis of variance, Z^ has 
coefficient k in E(k <r2 ). Therefore ES = ZY. q. e. d. 3C X DC 2C Jv 
It should be noted that Theorem 1 indicates that ZyskindIs suggestion 
that further extension from polykays to multipolykays might lead to 
second degree multipolykays identical with the Z*s is correct. 
In the following lemmas we deal with a balanced complete structure 
involving the factor P and a set of factors S. It is assumed that 
factor P has P = BW levels within each combination of levels of the 
factors nesting it. Within this structure the P levels of P are 
randomly placed into B groups of W levels each, forming a new 
structure which is referred to as the grouped structure. The <r2,s and 
S*s corresponding to this grouped structure are defined in the usual 
manner. 
The subscripts for this grouped structure are clearly the same as 
those of the original structure with the exception that P is replaced by 
both subscripts B and W. It should be clear that any factors 
originally nested directly in P are directly nested in W in the 
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grouped structure. Similarly B is directly nested in any factors 
which directly nested P in the original structure. 
A typical response in the first structure is designated by Ygp, 
whereas in the grouped structure a typical response is designated by 
^SBW * Because the grouping was done at random let us define the 
BW 
random variable yp such that 
yp^ =1 if the W-th level in the B-th group is the P-th 
level of P 
BW yp = 0 otherwise. 
It is easily seen that the properties of this random variable are given by 
E(y®W ypiWI) = p for P = P» and (BW) = (B'W) 
p(p_l) for Pît P' and (BW) 4  (B'W1) 
= 0 otherwise . 
BW We may now write = 2 yp Ygp . From this expression it is 
evident that any component and hence any component of variance defined 
in the grouped structure which does not involve the subscripts B and 
W is identical with the corresponding quantities in the original structure. 
Hence the expectation over all possible groupings of such a component of 
variance is still equal to itself. 
Lemma 1: 
Let X and Y be any two disjoint subsets of S such that °x(YB) 
is admissible then E °x(YB) = ^ °X(YP) " 
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Proof: 
qZ* 
Defme a1c(YBW) " all zSc y(~l) ^YXZBW ~ YXZ* where qZx equals 
the number of subscripts in the subset Zr = Y - Z. Also, by definition 
I7 t T3 W OTIT 
axfYP) = 2 (-1) (YXZP " YX7>- Because SyJW= S yg = 1 
1 
' all Z c Y p * BW " 
it is apparent that 
BW 
l(YBW) = S rP aX(YP) 
Hence E a^^BW) aX(YBW*) equals 
BW BW1 
E ppi yP yPI ŒX(YP) aX(YP*) 
= e / syo"r  /I BW BW
1 2 , _ BW BW' 7 
/pyP 7P aX(YP) p f p t  P  P 1  aX(YP) aX(YPy 
• ? I 4(YP) for W • w' 
= 
" PCP-I) p aX(YP) for W ^ W' ' 
Let R. equal the range of factor i in S, M = // R. , and 
1 i < X 1 
N = IT (R. - 1). Then 
i € Y 1 
°X(YB) = MN(B-l) X^B aX(YB) 
where aX(YB) = zfY ^YXZB ~ YXZ* 
=  ^  W  Z c Y ^ * 1 '  ( Y X Z B W  "  Y X Z >  
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W £ aXfYBW) * Vf 
Therefore 
EaX(YB) " E W2 w^, aS(YBW) aX(YBW') 
w2 /w p p ax(YP) " wfw, P(P-i) p ax(YP)y 
1 M W-l . _ g 
PW 1 P-l ' p X(YP) 
B-l „ 2 
BW(P-l) g X(YP) 
and 
E ffX(YB) MN(B-1> X^B ^(P-l) g aX(YP)J 
- J_ 1 v 2 
~ W MN(P-l) xÇp X(YP) 
= W °X(YP) ' q* e* d* 
Lemma 2: 
Let X and Y be any two disjoint subsets of S such that 
°XB(YW) 13 admissible then EcrXB(YW) = °X(YP) ' 
Proof: 
If °XB(YW) *S admissible in the grouped structure then ^(YB) *S 
admissible, because any factor nested in B must also be nested in W, 
so Y cannot be nested in B. By definition 
o"vT» / v t . r i  = w h t tW-m t  » S of.,,,,,,.., where XB(YW) MNB(W-l) XYgW XB{YW) 
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qZ' 
aXB(VW) = ^ ZSC Y ^ -YXBZW " YXBZ ' 
It is easily seen that 
a&(YBW) = aX(YB) + aXB(YW) 
and that 
(BW-1) <^|YBWj = W(B-l)<r^yBj + Btw-1)°r^B(YW) 
where ^YBW) = MN(BW-l) XYgW aS(YBW) ' 
As indicated in the proof of Lemma 1 
Ea£(YBW) = P p aX(YP) 
so E ^ (YBW) = 4(YP) -
Thus 
E /B(W-I) ^(YW)J/= E/"{BW-1)^YBW) - W(B-l)4(YB)j 
= (BW-l)<r^ Y p j  -  (B- l )o-^ y p )  
_ " B(W-l) ® 
Lemma 3: 
Let X and Y be any two disjoint subsets of -S such that °"xBW(Y) 
is admissible then E ^ XBW(Y) = °XP(Y) ' 
Proof: 
By definition 4bW(Y) = MNBW S aXB¥(Y) where 
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"XtiW(Y) allZ^c Y"" YXBWZ ' But xXBWZ ~ p 7P *XPZ SO 
aXBW(Y) = p^^/zcY^ZyXPz/= p ypW<lXP(Y) * 
Therefore 
EaXBW(Y) = P p °XP(Y) 
and 
E 
°XBW(Y) = MNP 2 aXP{Y) = ^XP(Y) ' q* e" d-
These three lemmas lead to the following useful theorem. 
Theorem 2: 
Let 2* denote any admissible 2 in the grouped structure and 2 
denote any admissible 2 in the original structure. Then 
(i) if B is contained in the rightmost bracket of 2*, 
E2* = 0 
(ii) if both B and W appear in the subscripts of 2*, 
E2* equals the 2 formed by deleting B and replacing 
W by P 
(iii) if neither B nor W appear in the subscripts of 2*, 
E2* equals the 2 having the same subscripts in the 
original structure. 
Proof: 
(i) Let X and Y be any two disjoint subsets of S such that 
jjyj is admissible and let K be the largest subset of S, disjoint 
from X+Y, such that all subscripts in K lie entirely in the rightmost 
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bracket of *XBYK • Then 
^(BY) = zfn **Z "WaXBYZW) 
where R^, equals the product of ranges of all subscripts in Z and q^ 
equals the number of such subscripts. Since any factor nested in B 
must be nested in W, it is clear that B is in the rightmost bracket of 
each . It is also evident that W is in the rightmost bracket of 
°XBYZ W * **ence, by Lemmas 1 and 2 
B t°XBYZ " W 4BYZW' = 0 
and = 0-
(ii) Ignoring which factors are in the rightmost bracket, let X be 
any subset of S such that Z^~pW is admissible. Every <r2 in 2* 
must contain both B and W in its set of subscripts. By Lemmas 2 
and 3 the expectation of every such <r2 is that <r2 with the same 
subscripts except that B is deleted and W is replaced by P. It is also 
evident that any set Z such that every subscript of Z is entirely in the 
rightmost bracket of <r^pZ also has every subscript in the rightmost 
bracket of °xbWZ ' Thus ** °XPZ iS in ^XP' then °XBWZ iS in 
^BW" 
(iii) Let X be any subset of S such that 2^ is admissible and let 
K be the largest subset of S+B such that K lies entirely in the right­
most bracket of cr^g. • Then 
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- s c-i;9z J- «tz-
aU ZcK *Z 
If B is not in K then each is identically equal for both 
structures and the result is trivial. If B is in K then we may rewrite 
** 
Z^ E<°'xz  -b4zb>' 
but E g-yy = g-y7 and E p  ^ °"xZP Lemma 1. Hence 
r</ 2 1 2 . 2 1 2 
'°XZ " B °XZB = °"XZ " P °~XZP 
and E 22^ = 2^.. q. e. d. 
We may now consider the more general problem of selecting a pure 
sample from a population and then randomly grouping the selected levels 
of one of the factors, say P. For this final grouped structure we may 
define 2's in the usual manner. The problem under study is obtaining 
the expectation of these functions over all possible samples and random 
groupings. Denote this overall expectation by the usual operator E. 
Similarly denote the expectation over all possible groupings conditioned 
upon a given sample by Ey^ and the expectation over all possible 
samples by E . It is then a well known fact that E = E EJ^ . 
Theorem 3: 
Let 2** denote any admissible 2 in the grouped structure and 2 
denote any admissible 2 in the population structure. Then E 2** may 
be obtained in terms of the 2*s in exactly the same manner prescribed 
in Theorem 2. 
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Proof: 
The pure sample structure may be considered to take the part of the 
original structure in Theorem 2 where we replace E by EyZ . By 
Theorem 1 E of the resulting sample S* is the population S with the 
s 
same subscripts. q. e. d. 
Explicit use will be made of Theorem 3 in Section E of this chapter 
for some randomized experiments in which treatment errors are 
specifically taken into consideration. At that time a slightly further 
extension of the result will need to be made. 
4. Collapsing of the S's 
In this section we prove a theorem relating to sums of certain 
admissible S's. Although the theorem is not specifically used in 
deriving later results it does indicate the reason for proceeding as we 
do. While the following lemmas and theorem are in no way essential to 
an understanding of later results it is felt that they do give one greater 
insight into the basic construction of the Exs and may well prove of use 
in future work. 
Definition: Consider a balanced complete population structure 
involving a set of factors S and denote it by T. Let 
r and X be any two disjoint subsets of S such that 
Yr(X) *S an admissible partial mean. Further let A 
be any particular factor, not in r+X, such that 
Yr(xa) *s admissible. A structure obtained by 
collapsing T such that any one or more factors of X 
are directly nested in A is said to be a collapsed A^, 
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structure of T and is denoted by TfA^). 
Lemma 4. 
Let and °"^xa) two admissible components of variance 
defined in T. Then i® admissible in T(A^) and 
°RA(X) = °R(X) + ~ Â* °R(XA) ' 
Proof: 
That *s admissible in T(A^) is obvious from the definition 
of T(AX). Let R^ denote the range of the population subscript i and 
further let M = // R. and N = // (R. - 1). A component defined in 
i«R 1 i c X 1 
T by a leading mean is designated by "while a component 
defined in T(A^) is designated by aNow 
°R{X) = MN ^ aR(X) 
and, since - AR(X) + aR(XA) ' 
^ " Â* °R(XA) = MNÂ R^A aR(XA) 
= MNA R^A ^alA(X) " aR(X)^2 
= MNÂ r5a a$A(X) 'MNjl aR(X) 
= ^RAfX) " °R(X) 
Therefore - °r(X) + ^ ~ A* °R(XA) * q* e* d* 
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Definition: Consider a balanced complete population structure T 
witù a set of factors S. Let R, X, and W be any 
three disjoint subsets of S such that and 
Yr(xw) are admissible partial means in T. A 
structure obtained by collapsing T such that any one 
or more factors of X are multiply nested in the 
factors of W is said to be a collapsed structure 
of T and is denoted by T(W^) . 
Lemma 5. 
Let be an admissible component of variance in T for all 
Z c W. Then is admissible in T(W^) and 
'RW(X) = z| w 7^" t1 - $:> 4{XZ) • 
Proof: 
Again is clearly admissible by the definition of T(W^). 
Repeated application of Lemma 4 leads immediately to the desired 
result. This may be exemplified by the case in which W = {a, fij . 
Then 
°RAB(X) = *RA(X) + f1 ~ B* °RA(XB) by Lemma 4-
Further application of Lemma 4 to each of the components on the right-
hand side yields 
°RAB(X) = ="R(X) + (1 "Â)<rR(XA) + (1 ~l)oR(XB) + (1 " Â)(1 " ë)oR(XAB) * 
q. e. d. 
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These lemmas generalize identities such as that in the above example 
and are used in proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 4: 
If and are admissible in any population structure T 
then *® admissible in T(A^) and 
SRA(X) = ^R(X) + SR(XA) ' 
Proof: 
Admissibility of in T(A^) follows from the admissibility of 
°RA(X) 8^ven *n Lemma 4. Now let K be the set of all excess 
subscripts in the expansion of Z^p^j ; that is, K is the largest 
subset of S such that K lies entirely in the rightmost bracket of 
*RXAK ' Because T(A^) does not change any relationships between 
factors in K it is apparent that K is also the set of excess subscripts 
for SRA(X)" 
In order to identify exactly which subscripts are in the rightmost 
bracket of various components we will require some extended notation. 
Let Z be any subset of K and partition it into Zq, which contains no 
factors nested in A, and Z^, which contains at least one factor 
nested in A. Also, for any subset Z, let X^ be the set of subscripts 
2 in X which nest at least one factor of Z, and X^ be the set of 
subscripts in X which do not nest any subscripts in Z. Further let 
N_ = 77" (- 5- ) where R. is the population range of the subscript i. 
^ ieZ i 1 
Then 
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%(XA) __ NZ ^RXAZ 
But 
% '^^A ^/RXAZ^ 
A —  O  —  
„1 „2 
HA - * z .  X ZA A A 
and 
xz. = 4 4 Zo 
o o 
Therefore 
^RfXAl ~ 2 NZ ®" 12 + S N„ c i 2 
( } ZA-K A RAXZA4AZA ZO-K ° *4 4 ^ O A A o o 
We now identify the rightmost brackets to be as given by 
SRfxA) = S N tr2 + S N o-2 2 
(  
'  
ZA-K A RAXZ/XZZA> Zo^K ° *4, (XZ AZo) A A o o 
where Z^ and ZQ are in the rightmost brackets because they are 
2 2 
subsets of K, X—. and X— are in the rightmost brackets because 
A o 
they do not nest any subscripts of Z^ and Zq respectively, and A is 
in the rightmost of the components in the second term because it does 
not nest any subscripts in X or ZQ . 
Consider any tr2 in with excess subscripts Z^. This 
component does not appear at all in because A is not in the 
rightmost bracket of such a o-2. The sum of all subsets Zq, that is, 
the largest Z , consists of all subscripts except A which are not 
nested in any subscripts other than R+X . Thus, by adding A to this 
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sum of Zo*s, we obtain the set of all excess subscripts for 2^^ 
Clearly 
^n/y) = 2 +2 
' Z +AcK +A Z cK 
o — o — 
= 2 N [<r2 1 2 -i(T2 
ZocK Zo/ r4 (x£ Zo) A R4(4 Zq)/ 
o o o o 
Adding and ^j^p^A) an-d associating terms with the same 
ZQ we get 
SR(X) SR(XA) z^kNZa RAX^ (X^ Za) 
+ 2  N A 2  2  2 + ( 1 - i )o" 2  x 2  
ZoçK Zo/ r4  ^  Zo) A RX^ (x| AZQ)j 
t- o o o o 
Applying Lemma 4 to the components in the second term we obtain 
^DfY\ 2pfv*i - 2 N- <r i 2 +2 N„ o" i ? 
I' K^AAJ ZacK ^A RAX£ (XJ ZA) ZqCK Z A RAî^ (3Ç Z ) 
A A o o 
= S N <r2 . 2 
ZcK RAXZ(X£Z) 
= definition.. q. e. d. 
Corollary: 
If is admissible in T for all Z c W, then is 
admissible in T(W^) and 
^RW(X) " z^w 2R(XZ) ' 
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Proof: 
Repeated application cf Theorem 4 yleltlo the desired result and. may 
be exemplified by 
^RAB(X) = SRA(X) + SRA(XB) 
= ^R(X) + ^R(XA) + ^R(XB) + SR(XAB) 
where A and B denote particular factors. q. e. d. 
As an example of Theorem 4 and its corollary consider the structure 
T and T(ABç) indicated by their diagrams. 
A 
r r 
<$>c A<0> 
6 
T 
€ 
T(ABC) 
For the structure T we have: 
SC = °C " X °AC " B °BC + ÂB °ABC 
SAC = "AC ~ B °ABC 
2BC = °BC " Â °ABC 
SABC = °ABC " £ ^ABC(e) 
Therefore 2C + SAC + 2gC + SABC equals 
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4 +{1- A*°AC + ^ " B^BC + ^ " A^1 " B*°ABC " £ °ABC(e) 
which by Lemma 5 equals 
2 1 2 
^AB(C) " E ^ABC(e). 
From T(AB^) it is seen that this quantity equals • 
It should be noted however that in T, 
SAB = °AB ~ C °ABC ' 
while in T(ABç) 
SAB = "AB ' C °AB(C) ' 
Hence the theorem clearly does not apply for S*s in which the only 
subscripts appearing are those which have not been nested in other 
subscripts in the collapsed structure. 
D. Randomized Experiments - General Results 
An important aspect of most experimental situations is the fact that 
each experimental unit can be subjected to only one of the treatments of 
interest. Because of this fact, the difference between responses having 
different treatments must also involve the difference between experi­
mental units. Often the experimenter is able to control a large part of 
^the unit differences by the usual blocking techniques. However, in order 
to insure that a treatment will not be continually favored or handicapped 
in successive repetitions by those unit differences which cannot be 
controlled or are unknown, the procedure of randomization is employed. 
Because it is assumed that the experimenter is able to assign any 
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treatment to any experimental unit, one can easily envisage a conceptual 
population in which every treatment occurs with every experimental unit. 
This is the population of all possible responses. The set of responses 
actually observed is a sample from this population which has been 
obtained according to a random procedure with the restriction that no 
experimental unit occurs with more than one treatment. In general, this 
random procedure may be considered as having two separate steps: 
(1) selecting a pure sample from the population of possible 
responses; 
(2) selecting a sub-sample of the responses obtained in step one 
by associating each experimental unit with one and only one 
treatment by some appropriate random scheme. 
If every treatment and every unit of experimental material in which 
we are interested is to occur in the experiment then we may delete the 
first step or consider the experiment as a special case in which the 
pure sample selected consists of the entire population. The random 
assignment of experimental units to treatments may be accomplished in 
many ways. Examples of these are the randomization procedures 
employed in Latin square, incomplete block, complete block, and 
completely randomized designs. 
In this section we are concerned only with those experiments for 
which the resulting observational structure is a balanced complete one. 
Thus designs such as the Latin square and incomplete block are 
excluded. We assume that all factors involved in the experiment are 
utilized in the randomization procedure. For example if p plots are 
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nested in each of b blocks, then either the blocks as a whole are 
randomly assigned to treatments or, if the plots are individually assigned 
to treatments, then the random assignment is done independently within 
each block. This excludes the possibility of ignoring the blocking factor 
and assigning the bp plots to the treatments as in a completely 
randomized design. This assumption is clearly not very restrictive as 
it would seldom seem logical to utilize the blocking for selecting the 
pure sample and then ignore it in the remainder of the experiment. 
The mathematical techniques we use permit us in each case to 
establish a one-to-one correspondence between the experimental pro­
cedure and the model representing the situation. One weakness of the 
models used in general linear hypothesis theory is the lack of this 
explicit one-to-one correspondence. As previously indicated in Chapter 
I the mathematical techniques employed are those used by Kempthorne 
(1952, 1955), WilkXl955b) and Zyskind (l958). In each instance we 
introduce dummy random variables whose properties express the type of 
sampling and randomization employed. 
In order to clarify the last few paragraphs let us consider an 
example. The simplest type of a randomized experiment is the com­
pletely randomized design. In that design we envisage a conceptual 
population of responses involving two factors, P (experimental units) 
and T (treatments), which are completely crossed. The population 
structure diagram is given below, where t is the measurement error 
factor accounting for different possible measurements of the same 
"true" response. 
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H-Q o 
A typical conceptual response is denoted by and the 
population identity is given by 
YTP(.) = Y + ( YT - Y) + (Yp - Y) + (YTP - YT ' YP+ Y| + (YTP(«) ' YTP1 
« |1+aT + ap + aTp + aTp(e) . 
The first step of the experimental procedure consists of choosing at 
random t levels of T and pt levels of P, thus selecting a crossed 
sample of pt2 responses out of PT possible ones, each having £ 
possibly different measured values. We then randomly associate the 
pt chosen levels of P to the t chosen values of T in such a way that 
each level of T receives p levels of P. In this way we have selected 
pt responses to be observed. We then take e measurements out of the 
possible £ for each selected PT combination. Since £ may usually 
be considered large it does not seem too unrealistic to consider the e 
measurements as having been selected at random. 
It is important to note that in the set of observed responses each 
selected level of P occurs with one and only one selected level of T. 
Thus by the definition of nesting given in Section A we see that P is 
nested in T for the observational structure. Because this nesting 
arises from the randomization procedure employed it seems appropriate 
to say that P is randomly nested in T when speaking of the overall 
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experimental structure. 
The structure oZ vue observed responses may now be denoted by the 
structure diagram below. Therefore we shall denote a typical observed 
response by *%p{e) ^ere t = 1, 2, .. . t, p = 1, 2, . . . p, and 
e = 1, 2, .. . e. 
V-Q 
6 T 
P 
The appropriate partial means for this structure are x, x^, and 
Xtp(e) * are "ltereste<l i-n obtaining the expected value of the squares 
of these partial means. Towards this end let us introduce the following 
dummy random variables: 
aîj, = 1 if the t-th selected level of factor T is the T-th 
level in the population 
aîj, = 0 otherwise, 
Pp = 1 if the p*-th selected level of factor P is the P-th 
level in the population 
•n* 
Pp = 0 otherwise, 
yjj^* = 1 if the p-th selected level of P assigned to the t-th 
selected level of T is the p*-th selected level of P 
y^ = 0 otherwise, 
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= 1 if the e-th measurement of the selected 
combination pt is the e-th possible measurement 
of that combination 
xPte 
pte = 0 otherwise. 
It is easily verified that 
E(a]^, a^T) = i for t = t1 and T = T1 
= 
for t ^ t' and T ^ Tr 
= 0 otherwise, 
E(Pp Ppt ) = p for p* = p*1 and P = P1 
= p(p_i)' for p* 4  p*1 and P 4  P1 
= 0 otherwise, 
e(y£* 7p*i ) = p for (Pt) = (p't1) and p* = p*1 
= pt(pt-l) for (Pt) ^ (P1*1) and P* ^ P*1 
- 0 otherwise, 
E^t« *p»tV * = J" for (P1) = (P't1)» e = e1 and c = c1 
= g^g  for (pt) = (p't'), e 4  e* and c 4  € l  
= for (pt) 4 (p't1) and all e, e1, «, c1 
= 0 otherwise. 
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It should be evident to the reader that the variables , flp* , and 
represent the pure sampling involved in the experiment while 
represents the random assignment of selected levels of P to selected 
levels of T. For simplification however we let ppf = 2 Pp* yj^ and 
then it is a simple matter to verify that 
Ppi1 ) = p for (pt) = (p'tr) and P = P1 
= p(p_i) for (Pt) ^ (P'f) and P 4 P1 
= 0 otherwise. 
Using these random variables we see that 
Xtp(e) = Tpe aT PP YTPfe) 
= n + S aT + S p*ap + ^ 4 pPfaTp 
+  Tp t °T 
By direct manipulation of this expression one can obtain 
E(X2) 
= 
E<P^ pfeXtp(e)»2 
= E(i^ pfe PT, "T "P YTP(,))2 ' 
As indicated in Section B however, the expected value of cross-products 
of sums involving any two different components is zero and the observed 
sample mean is equal to the sum of sample means from the individual 
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components. We may therefore use the results of Section B. 4 to obtain 
Ex 2  = p z +{l~±)-^  + (1 -^) -?  
= 
S0 + r ST +it ^ +it STP + STP(e) • 
The expectation of a partial mean is then obtained by placing the sample 
range of any subscript appearing in that mean equal to one in the above 
expression. 
In accordance with the observational structure the following identity 
is appropriate: 
xtpje) = x + fx, - x) + (xt(p) - x( ) + (xtp(e) -xtp). 
By property (2) of balanced complete structures given in Section B. 2 we 
see that 
t= 
xtp(=> = tpe *2+ pe f(xt -x'2 + = = (*t(P) - x,>2 
+ tpe (X'»H ' XtP>2 
and this breakdown of the total sums of squares gives us the appropriate 
analysis of variance presented in Table 2. The expected mean squares 
(E.M.S. ) for this situation may be obtained by taking the appropriate 
linear combination of the expectations of squares of the partial observed 
means or by direct application of the theorem on page 47 of Section B. 
As in this example the 2 component due to measurement error will 
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Table 2. Analysis of variance and expected mean squares for a 
completely rc.ndczn.izcd design 
Source d. f. E. M. S. 
X 1 2TP(c) + eSTp + eSp + peST + pte Zg 
xt t-1 STP(«) + e STp + eSp + peST 
xt(p) t(p-l) STP(«) + eSTP + eSp 
Xtp(e) tp(e-l) STP(e) 
always enter into each line of the analysis of variance with a coefficient 
of one because it is nested in all factors. Also, it seems reasonable to 
consider £ as being infinite so a-2 will have a coefficient of zero in all 
other 2*s since the coefficient would otherwise be of the form 
where K is a constant. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity we will 
drop the measurement error component in all further work and assume 
only one measurement is taken of each selected response. 
The structure diagrams for both the population and the observed 
responses have been presented. We now present a diagram which we 
shall call the experimental diagram. This diagram indicates both 
response structures as well as indicating the random assignments which 
occur in the experiment. If we ignore the arrow in the diagram then 
the resulting diagram designates the population structure. The arrow, 
extending from P to T, indicates that P has been randomly nested in 
T. To obtain the observational structure we consider the arrow as 
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being a direct nesting line extending upward from P to T thus 
indicating that P is nested in T. Since P is nested in T and T is 
nested in |i it is clear that p. cannot directly nest P so we ignore the 
line connecting p. and P. Similarly it is seen that T cannot directly 
nest e so we also ignore the line connecting T and e. The resulting 
diagram then indicates the appropriate observational structure. 
Diagrams such as this will be used throughout the remainder of this 
chapter. After obtaining some familiarity with experimental diagrams 
the reader should be able to interpret quickly their meaning and find 
them quite useful. 
1. Fractionated samples 
In the completely randomized design we note that the random 
a|c 
association of P and T induces a simple fractionated sample in the 
aTP population component. For experiments involving several factors 
it is easy to visualize fractionated samples which are taken in stages. 
For example, consider a set of ABC items with values denoted by 
€ 
aABC where 
* 
This terminology was introduced on page 43 of Section B. 4. 
t 
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A B C  
2 - 2 Q- A T3 /"" " 2  ^A Tj r~' - - * 
A=1 B=1 C=1 
Partition the aABf.ts into sets having like values of A and choose 
at random a such sets. Further partition each selected set into sets 
having like values of B and corresponding to each A value select b 
such sets but with the restriction that no two of the ab selected sets 
have like values of B. Within each of these ab selected sets randomly 
choose c aAT^pXs but with the restriction that no two chosen a*s in 
the entire sample have the same value of C. A sample chosen in the 
above manner will be called a two-stage fractionated sample. 
Although the values of A, B, and C are completely crossed in the 
original set of aARf.18) it is clear that in the selected set, the values 
of C are nested in the values of B which are in turn.nested in the 
values of A. Therefore we denote a selected item by *a^c with 
a  -  1,  2 ,  . . . ,  a  j  b  — 1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  b  * c  — 1 ,  2*  .  •  •  ,  c  .  
We introduce random variables , and 7^° satisfying 
if the a-th selected value of A is A-th value of A 
otherwise, 
if the b-th selected value of B within the a-th 
selected value of A is the B-th value of B 
otherwise, 
if the c-th selected value of C within the ab-th 
P 
A 
a 
lA 
ab 
= 1 
= 0 
= 1 
4b = 0 
abc 
= 1 
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selected value of AB is the C-th value of C 
y^uv = 0 otherwise. 
It is easily verified that 
a a1 . 1 
lAaA'' = Â 
cLE(a. a.,) = -r for a = a1 and A = A' 
= for  a  4  a1 and A ^ A'. 
) = g for (ab) = (a*b* ) and B = B* 
= for (ab) 4  (aHi7) and B 4  Br , 
Eiy^>Cy^t> C ) = ^ for (abc) = (a*b*c* ) and C = C* 
= c(C~l)" *or ^ (a*b'c*) and C 4  C" , 
and that all other expectations are zero. 
Using these random variables we see that 
xabc = A=c 4 < ^CbC "ABC ' 
Lemma 6: 
The expectation of the square of a sample mean selected by the 
procedure specified above is: 
E X 2  =  E C ^  X ab=» 2  
2 
_  1  1  ,  1  c . c . b c  a b c  *  A B C  
'  
( 1
~Â~B + ÂB "  C+ÂC -  +  BC "ÂBC ) - 5bF~ 
where <r^BC = (A-1)(B-1)(C-1) AJC aABC * 
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Proof: 
Ex* = E(^aL Aie- l C r r -ABc) 2  
= ^ ^  -1 ^  £ £ PB -CbC -ABC)' 
+ E — 2 2 A10A»~^~ 2 2 2 2 p*b pî^* 
a2 a^a* A4 A* L b2c2 bb* ccl B^B* CVC1 B B 
abc a'b'c1 _ ~J 
•7 'C  'C '  a ABC a A'B'C '  
= E — S a* T, + E — S 2 a* a*J T, . 
a2 aA A 1 az a^a' A4A} A A 2 
Now, by the result given in Section B. 4 for simple fractionated samples, 
we see that for a given value of a, 
2 a2 
ET - J_ f !  I £ + bçx  BC ABC 
T1 " be ' B " C BC ' (B- 1)(C-1} * 
It is also easily seen that for a 4  aT 
ET 2 
1 
B(B-1)C(C-1) BJB, CJC, aABC aA'B'C* 
x 
aABC aAtBC 
BC (B-1)(C-1) 
Hence 
Ex2 — E — 2 s 
2 a2 
- = r x v - l - Î  +  & ]  
ABC 
7z  ^°A L E" 1 " B " C BC 'J (B-lJ(C-l) 
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i p 1 „ „ a a- f ! BC "~ABC "A'BC / 
B 7 =  J a .  M A '  ° A ° A ' / b C  ( b - i ) ( C - i >  J 
.  „ 1,„  1  c  ,  bc  Z lsc  .  a -1  A?A'  BC ° A ' B C  
" 
1  Ah1"b"C BC ' abc aABC (A-1)(B-1)(C-1) 
_  r i  1  1  j.  1  c  ^  c  , b c  b e  ( a - l ) b c  x  " A B C  
-  '  ~ Â ~ B  Â B  " C  Â C  B C  " Â B C "  A B C  
2 
_  r i  1  1  _ l  1  c 1 c , b c  a b c  x  a A B C  _  j  
-  '  "Â"5 ÂB ~<5 Â5"  B5"  "ÂBC )  ~âbc~~ '  1- e  d  
Now let K be the set of subscripts £À, B, cj for the situation 
considered above and let 'Z denote an arbitrary subset of K. Further, 
let Rg denote the product of population ranges of all subscripts in Z 
and Ng g denote the number of different which occur in the 
sample but which have like values of the subscripts in the set K-Z. We 
define N^ = Ng. ^ which equals the total number of different a^Ts 
entering into the sample. 
Inspection of the result obtained in Lemma 6 shows that 
/Lv"*1 ^74 
where q^ equals the number of subscripts in the set Z. This basic 
form also obviously holds for the case of" simple fractionated samples. 
We now investigate multiple stage fractionated samples and will see that 
the same form is applicable in this case. 
Let n be an arbitrary finite number and consider a set of items 
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°ABC GH c^ass^ed according to n+1 subscripts which are 
cuiupxcicxy tiuabcut 111c u o arc aootuucu uv oavioiy uic cuuuibjkuu uiac 
the sum over the full range of any one of the n+1 subscripts equals 
zero. 
Partition the a*s into sets having like values of A and choose at 
random a such sets. Further partition each selected set into sets 
having like values of B and corresponding to each selected A value 
randomly choose b such sets but with the restriction that no two of the 
chosen sets have the same value of B regardless of the value of A. 
Similarly partition the ab selected sets into sets having like values of 
C and corresponding to each selected AB value randomly choose c 
such sets with the restriction that no two of the abc sets so chosen have 
like values of C. 'Continue in this manner with respect to each of the 
subscripts until finally, corresponding to each selected value of 
ABC. . . G, randomly choose h a*s subject to the restriction that no 
two chosen a1 s in the entire sample have the same value of H. A 
sample chosen in the above manner will be called an n-stage 
fractionated sample. 
We introduce the random variables a^, (3^, . . . , X^c' " ' ® , 
and Pjj30' ' ' whose definition and expectations should be evident by 
comparison with the two-stage situation. The sampled items now have 
a completely nested structure with respect to the n+1 classifications. 
That is A nests B nests C . . . nests G nests H. Hence we denote 
a typical sampled item by x^^ ^ where a = 1, 2, . . . , a ; 
b = 1, 2, . . . , b etc. Then 
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Xab=. . .«h " 4-CtC • • • >0C- ' '8P?" ' ' ^  -ABC. . . OH • 
- e  ~  -  -  ^  •  •  •  V <  *  *  
Lemma 7: 
Let K be the set of n+1 subscripts {a, B, C, . . . , G, H j , then 
the expectation of the square of a sample mean selected by the pro­
cedure specified above is: 
Ex2 _ ^ , ,xqZ NK-Z 7 
Z c K  ^J N0 
Proof: 
We make use here of an inductive proof. Assume that the lemma 
holds for n subscripts in an n-1 stage fractionated sample and let 
gab abc xabc...g abc. . .gh 
P t *  y P t r  6  «  
"
A= 
"c - gh he. ,ghBC. ,GH B rC • -AG pH "ABC...GH 
Then 
Ex2 = E(1 Z at x )2 
a aA A A 
- 
E i i  «•-***• 
A little consideration shows that for a given level of A, x^ is in 
fact a sample mean of an n-1 stage fractionated sample on n 
subscripts. Let K* = K-A and ^ equal the number of different 
a ' s  se lec ted ,  wi th in  a  g iven  A,  which  have  the  same values  for  the  
subscripts in K* -Z . Also, let 
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P2 - î y, 2 
a -, , A nr- " • 
7T (R. - ij BC...GH 
ieK* 1 
where equals the population range of subscript i . Then it is seen 
that the induction assumption implies that for a given value of A 
Ex2 - /"s (-I)*12 Nr* "z 7 PA 
Z c K* RZ J NK* - K* 
Also, given that a 4 a1, we see that 
EfPjjk Pgj5 ) = x) ior B ^ an<* b and bf 
= 0 otherwise, 
and analogously for yabc, . . . , \^c' ' ' g , and pybc' ' ' gh . Thus, for 
a 4 a* , it is easily verified that 
ExAxA* = — S 2 
R«-* ™7T (R. - 1) B^B* CVC1 
^ UK* 1 
G^G1 H^HJ aABC- ' • GH aA'B»C«. . . G^1 
= (-l)qK* » 
RK* 
where 
P AA1 _ -n- ,D 1, _ _ ABC. . . GH A'BC. . . GH R*.* IT (R. - 1) BC. . .GH 
^ it K* 1 
Therefore 
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2 - 1 - a f _ . ,qZ NK* -Z 7 PA 
-Cj-X. — Jb Zw CL 
- - -a / s i-i; ~ R ~ t  N 
a2 aA |Zc K* *Z J K* - K* 
^ a2 ajl' AM' ^ 4* 
1  ( i - i )  I  s  ( - i ) q z  N r * " z  
'] nk*-k* +t~1) k"^r ^  a x A' fz ^ R-, I Nt,* t,* v ^ UK 
s (-i)qz "z + s (-i)qz+A ^*"z 
ZcK* *Z Z c K* zi+A 
2 
+ (_i)qK ^~1)nK*-K* 7 °k 
*K J aNK* - K* 
Now if Z ^ K* , then ^ equals N^. ^ because then K* - Z 
has at least one subscript which has been randomly nested in A and all 
a's in the sample which have the same value of that subscript also have 
the same value of A. It is obvious that aN^* ^ = N^ = Ng . 
Therefore 
* " = ' S f K  ¥  * " " , K *  ï  •  4 ] ]  4  
y w 
s (-l>qz Nr*Z ~ l  
Z c K *Z J N0 ' 
We see therefore that if the lemma is true for n-1 stages then it is 
true for n stages. Since we saw in Lemma 6 that it holds for two 
J 
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stages it follows that it holds for an arbitrary number of stages. q. e. d. 
In order to display the robustness of the result obtained in Lemma 7, 
we consider a still further extended situation. Let K denote a set of 
n+m subscripts and consider a set of items such that the sum over 
the entire range of any one subscript equals zero. Partition the set K 
into two sets, G and H such that G = ^A, B, C, . . . , F} contains 
m subscripts and H = £s, T, U, ..., X, Y} contains n subscripts. 
Partition the a,s into sets having like values of A and randomly choose 
a such sets. • Similarly partition all the a's into sets having like values 
of B and randomly choose b such sets. Continue in this manner until 
all subscripts in G are exhausted and then take all a's contained in the 
intersections of the chosen sets as the first part of the sample. That is, 
we select a pure crossed sample of the a!s on the subscripts contained 
in G. Next, partition the selected a's into sets having like values of 
S and corresponding to each selected value of G randomly choose s 
such sets but with the restriction that no two chosen sets have like 
values of S. Continue in the same manner, selecting an n-stage 
fractionated sample of the aTs according to the subscripts in H. A 
sample chosen according to the above procedure will be called an 
n-stage fractionated sample with m dimensions at the first level. 
Lemma 8: 
Let x denote the mean of an n-stage fractionated sample with m 
dimensions at the first level. Then 
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EX2 = A H)qz ^ 1 S . 
/z c K "z J ^0 
Proof: 
Lemma 7 shows that the result holds for an n-stage fractionated 
sample with one dimension at the first level. Again we wish to use an 
inductive proof and hence show that if it holds for m dimensions at the 
first level then it must also hold for m+1 dimensions. Although the 
proper induction can be shown, the proof becomes not only difficult to 
follow but requires an extremely extended notation. For this reason we 
exemplify the pattern of the proof by assuming the lemma is true for 
m = 2 and showing it must therefore be true for m= 3. In so doing we 
obtain a general form in the latter part of the proof which has an 
obvious generalization for an arbitrary m and this gives us a heuristic 
proof of the lemma. 
For the example we let G be the set ^A, B, CJ and select a 
sample of a^'s according to the procedure specified above. We 
introduce random variables , Pg , , Sg^CS , ta^CSt, . . . , and 
CLIDC St xz A Y ' ' ' . The definition and properties of these dummy random 
variables should be evident from previous considerations. In order to 
simplify the notation somewhat we let 
abch abcs ^abcst -, abcst. . . y 
pH = sS 4 • • XY 
where h denotes the set of sample subscripts corresponding to H. 
We also denote the sample range of h by h, equal to the product of 
ranges of all sample subscripts in h. Therefore, denoting a typical 
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observed item by xa|3C^1 we may write 
Let 
„ - x> a Qb _c abch 
abch " ABCH °A B C Ph "ABCH 
*A = EZh b= B=H 4 4 PHCh -ABCH 
then 
EX2 
' 
E(^H a=h -abch'2 
= AÏA. <aA'XAXA. 
= ETj + ET2 . 
Since the lemma is assumed to hold for m = 2 we see that for any 
given A 
- i  =  S  
Z c BCH 
where 
Pa 7T (R. - 1) BCH aABCH 
i< BCH 1 
and equals the number of a's, selected within a given value 
of A, which have the szfme values for the subscripts in BCH-Z. 
Therefore 
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ET, = E— 2 a* x! 1 2 . A A 
a aA 
1 / „ , ,,qz nbch-z / a a 
s/z=sbch( 1 "tç"7 
,, 1 , r „ , „qz nbch-z / crabch 
(  a 7 z = b c h ( i  
s ( i)qz NBCH-Z + s ^J^Z+A NBCH-Z / °"ABCH 
r^. ' r, _"%-,„ttv r arr / &bch Z c BCH ^Z Z c BCH AZ 
Now let H 4 H* mean that every subscript in H is not equal to its 
corresponding primed subscript in H1 . Then for A ^ A1 and a 4 a1 
exa*a> = e^i bbfcc, bbfcc, ^ bpb'ycyc'"jjl h= h|h, •>hbch ph-b c h 
aABCH aA,B,C1H' / ' 
= E-i- E 2 pb' c c' 
Let 
'  _  ^  ^  kd kt> i /  r * r t \  "  
b2c2 bb^c' BB'CC1 B B L /Rh TT^R.-l) H^H* 
ieH 
aABCH ^A*B*C*H*j 
2 a, ABC A'B'C1 77- (r _ i) ^ ABCH AIB,CIH 
ie H 1 
then for A ^ A1 and a 4 a1 it is easily verified that 
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EXAXAI (-1) bcBCR- IjL PABC PA'BC + B-I . ? PABC PA'B»C 
n. j_ X3V r>TJ3" v 
+ C^T g PABC PA'BC 
L— fji 
(b-l)(c-l) 
(B-1KC-1) BJB, cgc, ABC ^A'B'C' 
- f nqH 1 iÇ b-l c-1 (b-lHc-1) 7 
" y1' bcBCRpj [ "B-l "C-1 (B-1)(C-1) J ABC A'BC 
r 1xqH (B-b)(C-c) PAPA* 
= ("1) BCR^ bT~ 
where 
PAPA. = (R _ t) B=H "ABCH aA'BCH ' 
i€ BCH 1 
Therefore 
ET2 E az afa, A^At aA aA* XA XA' 
V 
a 2 PAPA« Htt fT3 _U\/Z~ A v A t A a-1 , 1t H (B-b)(C-c) M1 
aA<(A-l) K" 1 bcrh bc 
(rt I, ,, H+A (a-l)h (B-b)(C-c) / ABCH 
1 
' AR^ BC J abch 
Consider the set (B, C) and let U be an arbitrary subset. Denote by 
u the product of ranges of the sample subscripts corresponding to those 
subscripts in U. Then, by expanding the above expression, we see that 
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ET-, = r 2 f-l>qH+U =r-^L_ + S (-1 ^ H+A+U auh / °ABCH 
" ly cBC' kAUH U £ BC ' kAUH J abch 
Now let us consider the quantities ^  Z  is any subset of 
BCH such that H is entirely contained in Z then BCH-Z equals 
BC-U where U is the subset of BC contained in Z. Clearly the 
number of a*s selected within any given value of A which have the 
same value for the subscripts in BC-U is equal to uh. Hence in this 
case Ngçjj ^ equals uh. It is also clear that for any Z c BCH, 
Nbch-Z e^ua-'Ls ^K-Z because all the oTs selected within a given 
value of A have the same value of A. 
Consider also any subset A + Z £ K = ABCH such that H is not 
entirely contained in Z. Then K-Z contains at least one subscript of 
H and since H is randomly nested in A all a's in the sample having 
the same value of that subscript also have the same value of A. Hence 
( 
for this case, ^k-Z -A e<lua^s ^BCH-Z ' ** all of H is contained in 
Z then K-Z -A = BC-U where U is the subset of BC contained in Z. 
Clearly for this case N^ 2-A ^S^als auh. 
Combining ETj and ET^ and further breaking down ET^ we get 
E x = =  f 2 (-l)qZ NbrCH-Z + 2 NBCH-Z 
/ZcBCH ^Z Z c BCH RAZ 
U He Z 
.+ S (-X)qZ+A NbCH'Z + 2 (-I)"11™ "h 
Z c BCH RAZ U c BC RAUH 
H £ Z  
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_ , -f > H+A+U auh 7 ABCH 
+ _. S C-1) R / • 
U c JSC "AUH J 
From the discussion above we see that the second and fourth terms 
cancel out and that we are left with 
qZ NK-Z . _ , ,,qZ+A NK-Z-A Ex = / S (-1) " + 2 (-1) ^ 
Z c BCH Z A+Z c K AZ 
H £ Z  
+ s (-1)qz+A NK-Z-A7 4 
A+Z c K RAZ J abch 
He Z 
Z?K W 
where N0 equals abch. Thus if the lemma holds for m = 2 it must 
hold for m = 3. 
It is apparent that if we replace the set (B, C) with the set G* 
containing m factors then we obtain the same form for ET^ as on 
page 94 where the sum over Uc BC is replaced by the sum over 
U£ G* . The analogous arguments for the N^. ^ts follow and the terms 
combine exactly as above. Hence if the lemma holds for m dimensions 
at the first level it holds for m + 1 dimensions at the first level, q. e. d. 
Following Lemmas 7 and 8 further obvious generalizations can be 
made. Consider a set of a's classified according to the subscript A, 
the set of m subscripts G, and the set of n-1 subscripts H, such 
that the sum over any one subscript equals zero. Partition the a's 
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into sets having like values of A and randomly choose a such sets. 
Then corresponding to each chosen value of A select a crossed sample 
according to the m subscripts in G with the restriction that no 
chosen value of any subscript in G occurs with more than one value of 
A. Next, for every selected combination of AG values, select an 
(n-1)-stage fractionated sample on the subscripts in H. A sample 
selected according to this procedure is called an n-stage fractionated 
sample with m dimensions at the second level. 
It is evident that the same basic form for the expected value of the 
square of the sample mean must follow. This is so because within a 
given value of A we have an (n-1)-stage fractionated sample with m 
dimensions at the first level which by Lemma 8 must have the desired 
form. Thus taking the expectation over possible choices of A values 
exactly as in the proof of Lemma 7 the desired result must follow. 
It should be apparent that by induction we can obtain the same result 
for an (n+k)-stage fractionated sample with m dimensions at the k-th 
level. The result further generalizes therefore to n-stage fractionated 
samples with nv dimensions at the i-th level where i=l,2,..., n+1 . 
It is noted that in each case we start with a completely crossed 
population structure and then obtain a sample structure such as 
exemplified by the diagram below. 
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That is, every factor at the k-th level of the structure is randomly 
nested in every factor at the (k-1) level. Consider a sample structure 
of the form indicated by: 
A 
B 
€ 
In this example C is not randomly nested in A. However, for a given 
value of A the desired result holds for the expectation over B and C. 
Using a proof analogous to that of Lemma 7 it is apparent that the same 
standard form obtains for this case. The above discussion is summa­
rized in the following lemma. 
Lemma 9: 
Consider a set of items denoted by , which are classified 
according to the n completely crossed subscripts in the set K and 
such that the sum over any one subscript in K is zero. If x is the 
sample mean of all a^*s selected according to any fractionated scheme 
such that the sample structure may be represented by a diagram, then 
The conditions imposed on the a^'s in Lemma 9 are not assumed 
conditions but are in fact conditions satisfied by the components in the 
population identity for a completely crossed structure. It is also noted 
that investigation of the result in Section B. 3. b shows that the finite 
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correction factor for crossed samples from crossed populations is also 
o£ the form indicated in Lemma 9 • 
Now let us consider any balanced complete population structure and 
envisage a randomized experiment conducted on this population. If a 
factor, say P is nested in a set of factors, say H, then it is assumed 
that any random association of levels of P to levels of other factors is 
done independently for each combination of levels of the factors in H. 
It is also assumed that any such random association takes the form of a 
fractionated sample such as considered in Lemma 9« That is the 
random association results in a balanced random nesting. Hence the 
observational structure is also a balanced complete structure and may 
be indicated by drawing additional nesting lines in the diagram for the 
population structure. A randomized experiment following this procedure 
will be referred to as a balanced complete experiment. 
As an example consider a generalized randomized block design in 
which p plots within each of b blocks are assigned to occur with each 
of t selected treatments. The experimental structure is given by the 
following diagram in which the arrow indicates that P has been 
randomly nested in treatments independently for each block. Therefore 
the resulting observational structure is 
B 
P 
e 
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a balanced complete one in which P is multiply nested in B and T. 
A little consideration shows that any experiment whose structure 
can be indicated by a diagram is a balanced complete experiment and 
vice versa. In the remainder of this chapter the term experiment will 
be used to imply balanced complete experiments. 
Theorem 5: 
Consider any balanced complete experiment and let be an H\K./ 
arbitrary component of the population identity where K denotes the set 
of rightmost bracket subscripts and H the set of non-rightmost bracket 
subscripts. Then the coefficient of in the expectation of the 
square of the overall sample mean is of the form 
Let A be any subscript in H, then A must nest at least one 
subscript, say B, in K. Any sampling done on B, fractionated or 
pure is independent for different values of A. Hence the expectation of 
any term for which A 4 A* equals zero since after taking the expec­
tation we obtain an unrestricted summation over B and B* of the 
aH(K)'S an<* the sum over any subscript of the rightmost bracket equals 
zero. Thus the expectation of every term in which any one or more 
subscripts of H are not equal to their primed subscript is zero. 
Within a given value of all subscripts in H any sampling is of a 
crossed or fractionated nature and hence, by Lemma 9, the expectation 
given a value of H is of the form 
Proof: 
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r s f.ii9z VK-z 7 _fH_ 
[ Z c K  * " Z  J "H-K 
where 
p2 _ yi —2 
H 
" 7T (R. - i) 1 H<K> ' 
ie K 1 
Let H = // R. , and h denote the number of different values of the 
ie H 1 
subscripts in H which occur in the sample. Then clearly the expec­
tation of the term in question is 
1 1 z (-i)qz N*£f"Z I ït— s P? 
Z c K  J 1NH-K H 
which equals the desired form since hN^ ^ equals N0 , the total 
number of different ajj(K)Is *"n sample, and-g- SP^ equals . 
q. e. d. 
Now, for an arbitrary component > consider the term 
^*H+K-Z 
—=rr—— where Z is a subset of K. By definition N-,.„ „ equals the JN0 ri+Jtv-Z. 
number of different ajj(jç)'s occurring in the sample and having the 
same value for the subscripts in the set H+K-Z . Ng denotes the total 
number of different 's occurring in the sample. Hence, let 
denote the number of different values of the subscripts in 
H+K-Z entering into the overall sample. It is evident then that 
^H+K-Z 
—N = ^H+K-Z an<* that the result of Theorem 5 may be written as 
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,.nqZ _1 : 7 .. 
R, Z N&+K-Z J °H(K) • 
As indicated in Section B. 4, Zyskind (1958) proved that if the coefficient 
of every component of variance is of this form in the expected value of 
the square of the sample mean then the expectation of the square of the 
sample mean admits the standard 2 expansion. The standard 2 
expansion is specified by 
where the sum over the sets H and K is taken to imply the sum over 
This last discussion proves the following important theorem. 
Theorem 6: 
Consider any balanced complete experiment, that is any experiment 
which may be indicated by an experimental structure diagram, then the 
expected value of the square of the overall sample mean has the 
standard 2 expansion. 
It is apparent that for experiments of the type discussed so far, we 
may establish a one-to-one correspondence between the population and 
sample subscripts. For instance if A and B are crossed in the 
population structure and then b levels of B are assigned to each of the 
a selected levels of A we have a sample index, a corresponding to 
A and a sample index b corresponding to B. The special case in 
which b varies over only one value is discussed in Section E. 4 . 
Ex2 = 2 
HK 
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It is evident that the expected value of any admissible partial sample 
iriêaii may ue ubia-ined by setting the sample range of all sample 
subscripts of that partial mean equal to one in the S expansion. For 
example, the generalized randomized block design, whose diagram is 
given on page 98 yields the following expectations: 
Ex2 = + b SB + T ST + bt SBT + btp SB(P) + btp SB<PT) 
Exb = S0 + SB + F ST + t SBT + tp ZB(P) + tp SB(PT) 
Ext S0 + b SB + ST + b SBT + bp SB(P) + bp SB(PT) 
Exbt + SB + ST + SBT + p + p SB(PT) 
Exbt(p) = S0 + ZB + 2T + SBT + SB(P) + ZB(PT) ' 
It is noted that in each case the coefficient of a Sis the number of 
different components of that type entering into the particular partial 
mean. 
2. Expected mean squares 
The experimental structure diagrams indicate both the population 
and observational response structures. In turn the observational 
structure gives us the admissible partial sample means and hence the 
sample identity. Just as in the case of pure sampling, we do an 
analysis of variance of the observed responses in accordance with this 
identity. That is, each line of the analysis of variance corresponds to 
a particular sample partial mean. The sum of squares for that line is 
the sum; over all sample subscripts, of the square of the component 
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defined by that mean. In this section we investigate the analysis of 
variance with the purpose of obtaining simple rules for writing the 
expected mean squares. 
The expectations of squares of partial sample means for the gener­
alized randomized block design presented in the previous section 
illustrate an interesting point. Notice that for each partial mean, 
2b(p) and have the same coefficients. Theorem 4 tells us 
that 
SB(P) + SB(PT) = 2BT(P) 
where the latter 2 is defined in the collapsed Tp structure. Hence 
the expected value of the square of any of the partial sample means may 
be expressed in terms of 20 , 2g , 2^ , 2g^, and the collapsed cap 
sigma, Sjgrj,^pj • The subscripts of these 2*s correspond exactly with 
the subscripts of the admissible sample means. It is also seen that the 
coefficient of each 2 in Ex2 equals the product of ranges of the sample 
subscripts corresponding to those of the 2. That is 
•n 
Ex2 = 20 + b SB + t ST + bt 2BT + btp SBT(P) ' 
In order to avoid confusion over which 2's we are talking about, the 
true population 2*s or the collapsed 2's, we define new 2's which we 
shall refer to as sample 2's. They are not, however, 2*s defined in 
terms of the sample components of variance as discussed in Theorem 1. 
Definition: Let x^^ be any admissible observed mean, then the 
sample 2^^ is defined as the sum of all admissible 
population 2*s whose subscripts contain as a subset 
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all population subscripts corresponding to those in the 
set k and which do not contain any subscripts in excess 
of those corresponding to the ones in h + k. 
For the generalized randomized block it is clear that by the above 
definition; 
=0 = 4» =b = BB St = =T 
^bt = SBT 2bt(p) = SB(P) + SB(PT) ' 
Lemma 10: 
For any balanced complete experiment the expected value of the 
square of the overall sample mean yields the-standard sample 2 
expansion, where the standard sample 2 expansion is given by 
Ex2 = hfk *Vtk 2Mk) • 
the summation being over all sets of sample subscripts h and k such 
that x, f, . is admissible and —-— being the product of ranges of the 
sample subscripts in h + k. 
Proof: 
We need merely show that all population 2*s in each sample 2 
have the same coefficient in Ex2 and that this coefficient is as pre­
scribed in the theorem. For each set of sample subscripts, say s, we 
denote the corresponding set of population subscripts by S, that is we 
use small letters for the sample and capital letters for the population. 
Let x^^j be any admissible sample mean, then ignoring which 
population subscripts are in the rightmost bracket we see by the 
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definition of sample cap sigma s that 
= Z CH 
such that I^K is admissible in the population. For the special case in 
which every subscript of H nests at least one subscript of K, the only 
admissible population 2 of this form is 2^^ . Then equals 
and the result is trivial. 
For the general case let Z be any subset of H such that *S 
admissible. Then at least one subscript of K has been randomly 
nested in each of the subscripts of H-Z. Denote H-Z by H^> then we 
may rewrite as ' A particular value of the set K occurs 
with one and only one value of the set • Therefore each different 
value of Hg which occurs in the sample implies a different set of 
values for K and we see that the number of values of H+K which occur 
in the sample is the same as the number of values of Z+K in the 
sample. By theorem 6, the coefficient of in Ex2 is the number 
of different values of the set Z+K which enter into the sample. Hence 
and Spjjç have the same coefficient in Ex2. Since Z was any 
arbitrary subset of H such that entered into 2^^ we see that 
every population 2 in 2^^ has the same coefficient. It is also 
apparent that the coefficient of 2^^ in Ex2 is equal to the product of 
ranges of the subscripts in h + k. q. e. d. 
It should be evident to the reader that the expected value of the 
square of any admissible partial sample mean may then be obtained by 
setting the range of all sample subscripts of that partial mean equal to 
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one in the standard sample 2 expansion of Ex2. This follows because 
of its applicability when using the population 2 expansion. 
We now state and prove the final and most important theorem of this 
chapter. Its wide applicability and simplicity make the task of obtaining 
expected mean squares a truly simple one for a very broad class of 
experimental designs. 
Theorem 7: 
Consider any balanced complete experiment and denote the set of all 
sample subscripts by s. If x^ is any admissible sample mean for this 
experiment, then the expected mean square of the line in the analysis of 
variance corresponding to x^ is given by 
h f s  
where k£ h. That is, the expected mean square contains all those and 
only those sample 2*s whose subscripts contain k as a subset, each 
having a coefficient equal to the product of ranges of all sample 
subscripts not contained in its own set of subscripts. 
Proof: 
Since, in terms of the sample cap sigma s, the situation corresponds 
exactly to that of pure sampling the result is a fairly obvious conse­
quence of the theorem on page 40 of Section B. 3. However, because of 
the importance of this theorem we proceed to give a complete proof. 
Because the observational structure is balanced complete we may 
apply property (4) in Section B. 2. Consideration of this property shows 
that the expectation of the sums of squares of any line can be written as 
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a product of the number of observations in the experiment and the 
expectation of a known linear function of squares of partial sample 
means. Let ng equal the number of observations in an experiment, then 
the above statement generalizes identities such as 
E S (xab ' xa " + x>* = nsE Kb * xa ' "b * x2) ' 
Suppose first that k£ h. Then x^ has at least one index, say b, 
appearing in its rightmost bracket but not appearing at all in 2^. For 
every partial mean in the component defined by x^ which contains b, 
there is one of opposite sign and with identical subscripts except that b 
is absent. Since the coefficient of 2^ in the expectation of any squared 
mean does not depend on b, it is clear that the coefficient of 2^ is the 
same in the expectations of the squares of both of the above means. 
Hence 2^ has coefficient zero in the expected sum of squares. 
It remains to determine the coefficient of 2^ when kc h. Partition 
k into kj + k^ where k^ is the set of rightmost bracket indices of x^. 
Then, by definition, the sum of squares for the line corresponding to 
^kg - z 
equals 2 a? ,v . where a-5 ... = 2 /(-I) xf . Consider-
s Kllic2' i'2 zck, *lz 
— Ù  
ation of Lemma 10 shows that the coefficient of 2^ in Ex^ is given 
by 
X 
= x n . 
%-k}-z °h z 
Let n£ equal the product of diminished ranges of all sample indices in 
*2 
k^. Then the coefficient of 2^ in the expected sum of squares is seen 
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to be 
n 
z 
n
=-h % % • 
The degrees of freedom for the sum of squares in question is equal to 
. Hence the coefficient of 2, in the expected mean square is 
The results of Section D allow us to investigate quickly any one of a 
broad class of experiments by following a few simple steps. First, one 
must ascertain whether or not the experiment in question is a balanced 
complete experiment. The structure diagrams are often quite helpful in 
this determination.. If the experiment is not a balanced complete one, 
the results of Section D do not apply. However, in some situations 
certain basic forms still occur as will be shown in the next chapter. 
If the experiment is balanced complete then we can draw the experi­
mental diagram and from this determine the admissible population and 
sample partial means. The population means give us the <r2 and popu­
lation 2 components. The sample means determine the appropriate 
analysis of variance and sample 2*s. Application of Theorem 7 then 
allows an immediate determination of the expected mean squares. 
In this section we present several examples in order to aid the 
reader in gaining greater familiarity with the procedure and also to 
introduce certain procedures which are helpful for some special types of 
q. e. d. 
E. Randomized Experiments - Examples 
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situations. 
1. Standard designs 
We begin by presenting a few of the standard or well-known designs. 
In each case a brief verbal description of the design is given and then the 
appropriate diagram is presented. For the first example some inter­
mediate steps are included to aid in clarifying Theorems 5 and 6. It 
soon becomes apparent that these steps are not necessary and for the 
remainder of the examples they are excluded. 
For brevity the « component is ignored in the examples. Since the 
corresponding 2 will enter into every line with a coefficient of one, its 
presence in the expected mean squares is understood. 
a. The two-factor completely randomized design We envisage a 
situation in which the treatment combinations of interest may be classi­
fied according to the levels of two factors A and B. The experimental 
units are denoted by the factor P, each level of P being a different 
experimental unit. The experimental procedure consists of choosing 
randomly a out of the A levels of A, b out of the B levels of B 
and pab out of the P levels of P; then of randomly associating the 
pab chosen experimental units to the ab chosen treatment combinations 
in such a way that each treatment combination occurs with exactly p 
experimental units. 
The randomization procedure may be visualized as taking place in 
two stages: (I) randomly associating the pab chosen experimental 
units to the a chosen levels of A such that each level of A receives 
exactly pb units; (2) independently within each chosen A level, 
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randomly associating the pb units assigned to that level to the b 
chosen levels of B such that each level of B receives exactly p units. 
It is clear that the resulting observational structure has A com­
pletely crossed with B and P randomly multiply nested in AB 
combinations. Hence the experiment is clearly a balanced complete one 
and may be represented by the experimental diagram below. 
H-
A 
€ 
Since the population structure is a completely crossed one the admissi­
ble population means are Y, Y^, Yfi, Y^, Yp, Y^p, Yfip, and 
YARP . The admissible sample means are x, x&, x^, x^, and xa^pj 
Using Theorem 5 we see that 
E
*
2  
=  •  ( ! - & > £  +  +  
+ (1 • X " 5 + Â5 • P + AF + BP _ A5F> • 
By properly combining terms in the above expression the reader may 
verify Theorem 6 and obtain 
I l l  
~0 ' a "A T b T ab ^AB + pab^P + SAP + SBP + 2ABP^ 
where 
S0 = - i TA " è °"B + ^AB " P °"P + ÂF °AP 
, 1 2 1 2 
BP BP ' ABP ABP 
SA °A ~ B ^AB " P °AP + BP °ABP 
SB °B ~ Â °AB ~ P °BP + AP °ABP 
SAB = °AB ' P °ABP 
SP ^P ~ À °"AP " B °*BP + A3 °ABP 
SAP = °AP " B °ABP 
2BP = ""BP " Â °ABP 
SABP = °ABP ' 
It is noted that all population 2's involving P have the same 
coefficient in Ex2 and that by the definition of sample 2*s, 
Sab(p) = SP + SAP + SBP + SABP * 
All other sample 2*s are identical with the corresponding population 
2*s and hence, in accordance with Lemma 10, 
Ex2 = S0 + è Sa + k 2b + 55 Sab + ^5b Sab(p) * 
By placing the range of the appropriate sample subscripts equal to one in 
Ex2 we see that 
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"a 1 ! "i:b "b ' b ""ab T pb ^ab(p) 
ExÊ = B0 + I 2a + =b + I =ab + F Sab(p) 
Exab = =0 + Sa + =b + Sab + ? =ab(p) 
Exab(p) % S0 + Sa + Sb + Sab + Sab(p) " 
In order to exemplify the direct method of obtaining the expected mean 
squares we consider the sum of squares corresponding to x&. The sum 
of squares is given by 
S (x - x)2 = pb 2 (x2 - x2) . 
abp a a 
Hence the expected sum of squares is given by 
pab (Ex2 - Ex2) = pb(a-l) 2& + p(a-l) 2ab + (a-1) 2ab(p) . 
Since the appropriate degrees of freedom equals (a-1) we see that the 
expected mean square is given by 
2ab(p) + p 2ab + pbSa * 
Direct computation or Theorem 7 yields the analysis of variance 
exhibited in Table 3. 
b. The two-factor generalized randomized block design We 
envisage a situation in which the treatments may be classified according 
to two factors T and G. The experimental units for this case however, 
are considered to have a hierarchical structure. That is we have a 
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Table 3. The analysis of variance for the two-factor completely 
randomized design 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
x 1 2ab(p) + P=ab + pa 2b + pb 2a + pab Zg 
Xa 
a-1 Sab(p) + P=ab + PbSa 
=b b-1 Sab(p) + P=ab paSb 
Xab (k-l)(b-l) Sab(p) + P=ab 
Xab(p) ab(p-l) Sab(p) 
pool of BP experimental units -«hich are classified in B blocks of P 
units each. We denote the blocks by factor B and the units by factor P. 
The experimental procedure consists of first selecting t levels of 
T, g levels of G, b levels of B, and within each selected level of B 
choosing pgt levels of P. The gt chosen treatment combinations are 
then randomly assigned to the pgt units within each block with the 
restriction that each selected treatment combination is assigned to 
exactly p units within each block. 
The experiment may be represented by the diagram indicated below. 
Hence the admissible population cap sigma s are as indicated below the 
diagram. 
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V-
/ K  
B 6 
G 
c 
2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 
S0 " * " B °B " G °G BG °BG " T °~T BT °"BT GT °"GT 
1 2 
" BGT BGT 
SB = °B ~ G^BG " T °BT + GT°"BGT " P °B(P) + PG 4(PG) 
, 1 2 1 2 
PT B(PT) " PGT B(PGT) 
—, _ 2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
G ~ °G ~ T GT " B °"BG BT °"BGT 
2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
BG = °"BG " T °*BGT ' P °"B(PG) PT ^B(PGT) 
—, 2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
T " °T " G *GT " B °"BT BG °"BGT 
2 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 
BT ~ °BT " G °"BGT ~ P ^ B(PT) GT °B(PGT) 
SGT = °GT " B °BGT 
_ _ 2 1. 2 
BGT ~ ""BGT ' P °"B(PGT) 
SB(P) = °"B(PY ' G °B(PG) " T °B(PT) + GT °B(PGT) 
SB(PG) = °B(PG) ' T °B(PGT) 
SB(PT) = °B(PT^ " G °B(PGT) 
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SB(PGT> °B(PGT) * 
The experimental diagram also indicates that the admissible sample 
means are x, =%. =g . =%g. V =%t. *gt. =%gt ' and "bgttp) ' Thus 
the sample cap sigma s are defined as: 
20 = 20' 2b = 2B' 2g = 2G' ^bg = SBG' 
St = ST' ^bt = SBT' Sgt = SGT' ^bgt = SBGT 
^bgtCp) = SB(Ph+ SB(PG) + SB(PT) + SB(PGT) ' 
Application of Theorem 7 gives the expected mean squares displayed in 
Table 4. 
c. The generalized split-plot design For this design we envisage 
the experimental units as being hierarchically classified into sources, S; 
blocks within sources, B; and units within blocks, P. Again the 
treatments have a factorial structure denoted by the factors T and G. 
The experimental procedure consists of randomly assigning the g 
chosen levels of G to the bg chosen blocks within each of the s 
selected sources with the restriction that exactly b of the blocks 
receive each selected level of G; and of randomly assigning the t 
chosen levels of t to the pt chosen plots within each block such that 
every level of t receives exactly p such plots. 
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Table 4. The analysis of variance for the two-factor generalized 
randomized block design 
Source d. f. E.M. S. 
X 1 ^bgt(p) + ? 2bgt + bP 2gt + PS Sbt + bpg St 
+ Pt 2bg + bpt Sg + pgt 2^ + bpgt Sp 
"b b-1 ^bgtCp) + p2bgt + PS =bt + pt Sbg + P8t 2b 
Xg g-1 2bgt(p) + ? Sbgt + bp Sgt + Pt ^bg + bpt Sg 
=bg <b-l)(g-l) ^bgt(p) + P ^ bgt + pt ^bg 
Xt t-1 ^bgt^p) + p2bgt + bp Sgt + P® =bt + bpg St 
*bt (b-i)Ct-i) ^bgtCp) + P ^bgt + pg ^bt 
Xgt (g-l)(t-l) 2bgt(p) + P Sbgt + bp Sgt 
^gt (b-l)(g-l)(t-l) 2bgt(p) + P ^bgt 
^gtCp) bgt(p-l) Sbgt(p) 
The experimental diagram for this design is indicated below. From 
it we see that the admissible sample means are: x, x , x , x , s g sg 
Xsg(b) ' xt ' Xst ' Xgt ' Xsgt ' Xsg(bt) ' and Xsbgt(p) 
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Thus, by the definition of the sample 2xs we see that 
S0 - S0' 
S
~~ " ^SG' 
Ss = SS' = 
2G' 
sg
St " ST' 
Ssg(b) " SS(B) + SS(BG)' 
2st " ZST' Sgt SGT' 
'sgt SSGT' Ssg(bt) ^S(BT) + SS(BGT)] 
Ssgbt(p) SSB(P) + SSB(PG) + SSB<PT) + SSB(PGT)* 
The expansions of the population 2's should be easily obtained by the 
reader. Table 5 displays the expected mean squares for this experiment, 
where the line for the mean has been left out. 
d. The two-factor experiment with both factors in strips The 
experimental units are envisaged as being classified into rows R, 
columns C, and plots P, within each row-column combination. Treat­
ments have a factorial structure denoted by the factors A and B. 
We consider the following experimental procedure. Randomly select 
a out of A levels of factor A, b levels of factor B, ar levels of R, 
be levels of C, and p levels of P within each selected row-column 
combination. The selected levels of A are randomly assigned to the 
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Table 5. The analysis of variance for the generalized split-plot design 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
s— 1 2sgbt(p) + p 2sg(bt) + bp 2sgt + bpg 2st 
+ Pt Ssg(b) + bpt 2sg + bpgt 2S 
g g-
1 
2sgbt(p) + P 2sg(bt) + bp 2sgt + sbp 2gt 
+ ptSsg(b) + bpt2sg + sbpt2g 
Sg 
sg(b) 
(s — l)(g — 1) 
sg(b-l) 
2sgbt(p) + P 2sg(bt) + pt 2sg(b) + bpt 2sg 
2sgbt(p) + P 2sg(bt) + pt 2sg(b) 
V. 
t-1 2sgbt(p) + P 2sg(bt) + bp 2sgt + sbp 2gt 
+ bpg 2st + s bpg 2t 
st (s-l)(t-l) 2sgbt(p) + p 2sg(bt) + bp 2sgt + bpg 2st 
gt 
(g-l)(t-l) 
^sgbt(p) + P 2sg(bt) + bp 2sgt + Sbp 2gt 
'sgt (s-I)(g-l)(t-l) 2 + P + bp 2 sgbt(p) v sg(bt) sgt 
Xsg(bt) sg(b-l)(t-l) 2Sgbt(p) + p 2sg(bt) 
'gbt(p) sgbtCP_1) 2sgbt(p) 
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ar levels of R with the restriction that each level of A receives 
exactly r levels of R. Correspondingly the selected levels of B are 
assigned to the be selected columns. 
We represent the experiment by the diagram below 
V-
A 
€ 
and note that the sample cap sigma s are defined as follows: 
S0 = S0' Sa = SA* Sa(r) = SR + SAR 
Sb = SB' =b(c) = SC + SBC' Sab = SAB' 
2aj(rb) = SBR + SABR* Sb(ca) = SAC + SABC 
Sab(rc) = ^RC + SARC + SBRC + SABRC' 
Sabrc(p) = SRC(P) + SRC(AP) + SRC(BP) + ZRC(ABP) ' 
Table 6 displays the appropriate analysis of variance and expected mean 
squares. 
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Table 6. The analysis of variance for the two-factor experiment with 
both factors in strips 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
X 
a 
a-1 2abrc(p) + P 2ab(rc) + rp ^ b(ca) + cp 2a(rb) 
+ rep 2ab + bep Sa(r) + brcp 
Xa(r) a(r-l) 2abrc(p) + P 2ab(rc) + cp 2a(rb) + bcp 2a(r) 
=b b-1 Sabrc(p) + p ^ab(rc) + rp ^ b(ca) + cp ^ a(rb) 
+ rep 2ab + arp 2b(c) + arcp 2b 
b(c-l) Sabrc(p) + P Sab(rc) + rp Sb(ca) + arp =b(c) 
Xab (a-l)(b-l) ^abrc(p) + P ^ ab(rc) + rp ^ b(ca) + cp ^ a(rb) 
+ rcp Sab 
Xa(rb) a(r-l)(b-l) Sabrc(p) + P ^ ab(rc) + cp ^ a(rb) 
*b(ca) b(c-lKa-l) ^abrc(p) + P Zab(rc) + rp ^ b(ca) 
Xab(rc) ab(r-l)(c-l) 2abrc(p) + P Sab(rc) 
xabrc(p) abrc(p-l) ^abrc(p) 
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2. Experiments in which treatments are subject to error 
7Ve now present some experiments in which the treatments have a 
hierarchical structure. This corresponds to the fact that treatments 
may in fact not be reproducible. For example a particular treatment 
might be some chemical which is to be present at, say, a 60 per cent 
concentration. In the actual production of this chemical, different 
attempts may yield concentrations differing from the desired 60 per cent 
by perhaps as much as five per cent. Thus we might consider the 
different attempts at a particular treatment as a factor nested in that 
treatment. The levels of this factor will often be referred to as treat­
ment sublevels. For a more complete explanation of the concept 
involved here, the reader is referred to Zyskind (195&) and Zyskind and 
Kempthorne (I960). 
a. The randomized block design - procedure one For procedure 
one we consider a randomized block design in which g sublevels are 
selected for each treatment level and each subi eve! is applied on p units 
within each block. We envisage G possible sublevels within each 
treatment level and suggest that G may normally be considered as being 
very large. Hence any component of variance which has a coefficient of 
the order g in a S expansion may be considered as not entering into 
that 2. 
The diagram given below represents the experiment described and 
indicates the admissible population and sample partial means. 
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H-
B 
P 
6 
The sample S1 s are defined in terms of the population SIs as follows : 
S0 = = SB' St = ST 
2bt = 2BT' 2t(g) = 2T(G)' St(bg) = ST(BG) 
Sbtg(p) = SB(P) + SB(PT) + 2BT(PG) * 
The analysis of variance is given in Table 7. 
Table 7. The analysis of variance for the randomized block design -
procedure one 
Source d. f. E. M. S. 
*b b-1 ^btg(p) + P St(bg) + 8P2bt + *p Sb 
Xt t-1 ^btg(p) + P St(bg) + 8P 2bt + bp St(g) + b8P St 
*bt (b-l)(t-l) Sbtg(p) + p St(bg) + gP 2bt 
Xt(g) t(g-l) ^btg(p) + P St(bg) + bp 2t(g) 
Xt(bg) t<b-l)(g-l) Sbtg(p) + P Zt(bg) 
^btg(p) btg(p-l) Sbtg(p) 
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It is apparent that by considering blocks as a factor with only one 
level, we obtain as a special case, the completely randomized design 
with p plots assigned to each of the g sublevels of each of the t 
selected treatments: 
b. The randomized block design - procedure two For procedure 
two we consider a randomized block design in which bg sublevels are 
selected for each treatment and then randomly assigned to b ."elected 
blocks such that each block receives exactly g sublevels of each treat­
ment. Then within each block, p plots are assigned to each treatment 
sublevel occurring in that block. 
The diagram for this experiment is given below. 
F 
B 
P 
€ 
From it we obtain the admissible population and sample ZTs. It is easily 
seen that: 
S0 = S0' ^b = SB' 2t = ST' 
Sbt = SBT' Sbt(g) = ST/(G) + STXBG) ' 
Sbtg(p) = 2B(P) + 2B(PT) + SBT(PG) ' 
Table 8 gives the analysis of variance and expected mean squares. 
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Table 8. The analysis of variance for the randomized block design -
procedure two 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
*b b-1 Zbtg(p) + P Sbt(g) + BPZbt + tgp Sb 
Xt t-1 =btg(p) + p Sbt(g) + Sp=bt+ bSp St 
=bt (b-D(t-i) ^btg(p) + pSbt(g) + gpSbt 
^bt(g) bt(g-l) Sbtg(p) + P ^ bt(g) 
*btg btg(p-l) ^btg(p) 
c. The two-factor completely randomized design - procedure one 
We now consider a situation in which the treatments have a factorial 
structure denoted by factors A and B. The sublevels of factor A are 
denoted by factor G and the sublevels of factor B by the factor H. 
The experimental units are represented by the factor P. 
The experimental procedure consists of selecting a levels of A, 
b levels of B, g levels of G from within each selected A level, h 
levels of H from within each selected B level, and abghp levels of P. 
We then randomly assign ghp experimental units to each of the ab 
treatment combinations and then within each such treatment combination 
assign p units to the gh treatment sublevel combinations. We note 
that every selected sublevel of A occurs with every selected level of B 
and every selected sublevel of B occurs with every selected level of A. 
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Also every chosen sublevel of A occurs with every chosen sublevel of 
T> JLJ • 
The diagram below gives a unique representation of the experiment. 
¥• 
From it we obtain the analysis of variance given in Table 9 and the 
following relations: 
20 = 2^ = SA, = S 
'0 ab " AB' 
Sa(g) " SA(G)' Sa(bg) " SA(BG)' Sb(h) " SB(H)' 
^b(ah) " SB(ARy Sab(gh) ~ SAB(GH)' 
Sabgh(p) = Sp + SAP + SBP + SABP + SA(PG) + SA(BPG) 
+ SB(PH) + SB(APH) + SAB(PGH) * 
d. The two-factor completely randomized design - procedure two 
The treatments are again envisaged to have the same structure as the 
previous example. The experimental procedure for this case however, 
consists of randomly assigning bg selected sublevels of A to the b 
levels of B such that each level of B receives exactly g such sub-
levels, and of similarly assigning the ah selected sublevels of B to 
the a levels of A; then p experimental units are assigned to each of 
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Table 9. The analysis of variance for the two-factor completely 
randomized design - procedure one 
Source d. f. E.M. S. 
a-1 Sabgh(p) + P Sab(gh) + gP Sb(ah) + hp 2a(bg) 
+ bhp S^g) + ghp Sab + bghp Sa 
*b b-1 Sabgh(p) + p Sab(gh) + gp Sb(ah) + hp Sa(bg) 
ab (k-l)(b-l) 
+ agp 2^^ + ghp Sab + aghp 2^ 
Sabgh(p) + p Sab(gh) + gp Sb(ah) + hp Safbg) 
+ ghp Sab 
x 
a(g) 
Xa(bg) 
=b(h) 
*b(ah) 
a(g-l) 
a(b-l)(g-l) 
b(h-l) 
b(a-l)(h-l) 
Sabgh(p) + p 2ab(gh) + hp Sa(bg) + bhp Sa(g) 
Sabgh(p) + p Sab(gh) + hp Sa(bg) 
Sabgh(p) + p Sab(gh) + gp Sb(ah) + agp ^ bfli) 
Sabgh(p) + P Sab(gh) + gp ^ b(ah) 
cab(gh) ab(g-l)(h-l) Sabgh(p) + p Sab(gh) 
Lbgh(P) abgh(P) 'abgh(p) 
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the gh sublevel combinations occurring within each of the ab treat­
ment combinations. 
The diagram for this experiment is given below. 
In this case the sample cap sigma s are defined as: 
S0 = S0> Sa = SA' ^b = SB* Sab = SAB 
Sab(g) = SA(G) + SA(GB)' Sab(h) = SB(H) + SB(AH) 
Sab(gh) = ZAB(GH)* 
^abgh(p) = sum all SIs having P in their subscripts. 
Table 10 displays the expected mean squares for the analysis of variance. 
3. Experiments involving random grouping 
We now present an example which illustrates a general procedure 
that may be used for experiments in which the experimental material is 
formed into groups at random and then certain factors are randomly 
nested in these groups. In order to represent these experiments a 
slight modification is made in the diagrams. Suppose that b (= GW) out 
of B levels of a factor B are chosen at random and then these selected 
levels are randomly formed into G groups of W levels each, The 
experimental diagram is then drawn for a population which is 
v 
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Table 10. The analysis of variance for the two-factor completely 
randomized design - procedure two 
Source d. f. E. M. 3. 
X 
a 
a-1 Sabgh(p) + P Sab(gh) + gP 2ab(h) + hp Sab(g) 
+ ghp Sab + bghp Sa 
=b b-1 Sabgh(p) + P Sab(gh) + gP 2ab(h) + hp 2ab(g) 
+ ghp 2ab + aghp Sb 
Xab (a-l)(b-1) 2abgh(p) + P Sab(gh) + gP Sab(h) + hp Sab(g) 
+ ghpSab 
Xab(g) ab(g-l) Sabgh(p) + P Sab(gh) + hp Sab(g) 
xab(h) ab(h-1) 2abgh(p) + P 2ab(gh) + gp 2ab(g) 
Xab(gh) ab(g-l)(h-l) Sabgh(p) + P 2ab(gh) 
xabgh(p) abgh(p-l) 2abghj(p) 
conditional upon this particular grouping achieved. However the nesting 
line between the factors G and W is drawn as a dashed line indicating 
that the groups were randomly formed. 
Consider a randomized block design in which b = gw blocks are 
selected and then formed into g groups of w blocks each. We select 
t levels of the treatment factor T and within each treatment select gh 
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sublevels of treatment sublevel factor H. These gh sublevels are 
? esigned to the groups at random such that exactly h sublevels of each 
treatment occur with each group. Then within each block, exactly p 
plots are assigned at random to each treatment sublevel occuring in that 
block. 
The experimental diagram is indicated below. 
H-
The sample S's defined in terms of the conditional population cap 
sigma s are: 
20 = 20' 2g = 2G' 2t = 2T ' 
2gt = ZGT* 2g(w) = 2G(W) ' 2g(wt) = 2G(WT)' 
2gt(h) = 2T(H) + 2T(GH)' 2gt(wh) = 2GT(WH)* 
2gtwh(p) = 2GW<P) + 2GW(PT) + 2GWT(PH) ' 
We could now apply Theorem 7 and easily write down the expected 
mean squares in terms of these conditional S's. However, Theorem 3 
allows us to obtain the expectation of the conditional population S's in 
terms of the true population S's. Those conditional sample S's which 
do not contain g or w do not contain any population S's involving G 
or W. Hence we see that E S% = E S-j. = S^ for example. 
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Now it is seen from Theorem 3 that 
ES e s g  = 0  g 
E S gt esg t  = o 
E S 
'g(w) ESG(W) = SB ~ Sb 
ESg(wt) " ESG(WT) " SBT " ^bt 
E 2gt(h) = E tST(H) + ST(GH) * = ZT(H) = St(h) 
ESgt(wh) E SGT(WH) " ST(BH) 2t(bh) 
E 2gtwh(p) = E *SGW(P) + SGW(PT) + 2GWT(PH) ^  
SB(P) + SB(PT) + ZBT(PH) ~ Sbth(p) ' 
The general rule for the expectation of sample STs may be stated 
exactly as in Theorem 3 with the added property that if the S subscripts 
contain g not in the rightmost bracket and do not contain w then the 
expected value of that sample S is obtained by merely deleting g from 
the subscripts. 
Now by writing the conditional expected mean squares and then 
taking their expectation we obtain the analysis of variance exhibited in 
Table 11. 
4. Experiments with random confounding 
In section A we indicated that two factors, say A and B, are said 
to be confounded if A nests B and B nests A. Suppose that in an 
experiment B is randomly nested in A such that only one level of B 
occurs within each level of A, then B also randomly nests A. In this 
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Table 11. The analysis of variance for a randomized block design with 
sublevels assigned to groups of blocks 
Source d. f. E.M. S. 
Xg g-1 ^bthCp) + p st(bh) + hPSbt + wp2t(h) + thpSb 
Xt t-1 ^bth(p) + P ^t(bh) + hp 2bt + wp 2t(h) 
+ gwhp 2t 
V 
(g-l)(t-l) Sbthfr) + P 2t(bh) + hp 2bt + wp 2t(h) 
Xg(w) g(w-l) 2bth(p} + P 2t(bh) + hp 2^ + thp 2b 
Xg(wt) g{w-l)(t-l) 2bth(p) + p 2t(bh) + hp Sbt 
Xgt(h) gt(h-l) 2bth(p) + P 2t(bh) + ^ St(h) 
Xgt(wh) gt{w-l)(h-1) ^bth(p) + P 2t(bh) 
xgtwh(p) gtwh(p-l) Sbth(p) 
case we say that A and B are randomly confounded. The results for 
such an experiment may be obtained as a special case of the situation in 
which b levels of B are randomly nested in each level of A by letting 
the sample subscript b take on only one value. Similarly we could 
consider the case of A being randomly nested in B and then set the 
sample range of a equal to one. 
We now present two examples which exhibit a procedure by which the 
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results may be obtained directly rather than by considering the more 
general case first. Again we make a slight modification to the experi­
mental diagram. If two factors are randomly confounded then we 
connect them by a double line indicating that they randomly nest each 
other. Clearly if a factor A nests the factor B and factors B and C 
are randomly confounded then C is also nested in A since it is nested 
in B. 
a. The randomized block design with treatment error We denote 
blocks by the factor B, plots by P, treatments by T, and treatment 
sublevels by G. The experimental procedure consists of selecting t 
out of T treatments and br sublevels out of G within each chosen 
treatment, selecting b out of B blocks and rt out of P plots within 
each block. The br sublevels of each treatment are randomly assigned 
to the b blocks such that each block receives exactly r sublevels of 
each treatment. The total of rt sublevels assigned to each block are 
then randomly assigned to the rt plots within the blocks. 
This experiment coincides exactly with the experiment in Section 
E. 2. b when p = 1 and g = r. The diagram is now drawn as displayed 
below. 
H-
B 
P 
e 
We note that P is indirectly nested in T since it is nested in G and 
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that G is indirectly nested in B since it is nested in P. 
Since P and G are completely confounded in the sample we see 
that any change in value of a subscript representing P must also cause 
the value of a sample subscript representing G to change. Hence we 
may consider P and G as one factor in the sample and represent it by 
the subscript r = 1, 2, . . . , r. These levels of r are obviously 
multiply nested in block treatment combinations. Hence our admissible 
sample means are: x, x^, x^, and x^^ . We define 2kt(r) as 
sum of all admissible population S's which involve either one or both of 
the subscripts P and G but which do not involve any subscripts in 
excess of B, T, P, and G. The extension of this definition to other 
cases should be apparent to the reader. 
We see that 
20 = S0' Sb = SB' 2t = ST* Sbt = SBT 
Sbt(r) = SB(P) + ST(G) + SB(PT) + ST(GB) + SBT(PG) 
The expected mean squares are exhibited in Table 12. 
b. The two-factor completely randomized design with treatment 
error Denote the treatment factors by A and B, the sublevels of A 
by G, the sublevels of B by H, and the experimental units by P. The 
experiment in question involves selecting a levels of A, b levels of B, 
ra sublevels of each selected B, rb sublevels of each selected A and 
rab experimental units. Each sublevel of a treatment factor is randomly 
associated with exactly one experimental unit. 
The experimental diagram below gives us the following definitions of 
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Table 12. The analysis of variance for the randomized block design 
with treatment error and random confounding 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
*b b-1 ^bt(r) + r 2bt + tr 2b 
Xt t-1 ^bt(r) + r ^ t + br 2t 
=bt (b-l)(t-l) 2bt(r) + r 2bt 
^bt(r) bt(r-l) 2bt(r) 
the sample Z*s. 
20 = 20' 
2a = 2A* ^b = 2B' 2ab = 2AB 
2ab(r) 2P + 2AP + ZBp + 2ABp + SA(G) + 2A(Gp) + 2A(GB) 
+ 2A(GBP) + 2B(H) + 2B(HPj + 2B(HA) + 2B(HAP) 
+ 2AB(GH) + 2AB(GHP) 
A 
G 
£ 
Hence the expected mean squares are as displayed in Table 13. 
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Table 13. The analysis of variance for the two-factor completely 
randomized design with treatment error and random 
confounding 
Source d. f. E. M. S. 
a
"' 
Sab(r) + rSab + br2a 
*b b"1 Sab(r) + r Sab + ar 2b 
xab (a-l)(b-l) Sab(r) + r2ab 
xab(r) ablr"1) Zab(r) 
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IV. LATIN CUBES AS AN EXAMPLE OF INCOMPLETE STRUCTURES 
A. Introduction 
In the previous chapter we restricted our investigation to balanced 
complete structures. Although a broad variety of structures are in this 
class, there are several well-known experimental designs which do not 
have a balanced complete structure. Included among these are the 
incomplete block and Latin square designs. Because of the large variety 
of ways in which a structure may be incomplete, it seems unlikely that 
one would be able to find a general set of rules for obtaining expected 
mean squares for the incomplete class as was done for the complete 
class. For this reason it seems necessary to explore specific examples 
when investigating incomplete structures. 
Wilk and Kempthorne (1957) evaluated the Latin square design on the 
basis of a derived linear model and without the assumption of unit-
treatment additivity. The expected mean squares were given in both <r2 
and population S form. The ire suit s obtained in 2 form were 
completely analogous to what one gets when working within the balanced 
complete class of experiments. Hence one might think that a pair wise 
crossing of the factors in question is sufficient to yield "nice" results. 
A direct extension of this is the Latin cube, or three-dimensional 
Latin square, in which any three of the four factors are completely 
crossed but the level of the fourth factor is completely specified by given 
levels of the other three factors. Before investigating the Latin cube 
let us briefly review the Latin square. 
Suppose that there are RC experimental units classified into R 
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rows and C columns with one unit at each row-column intersection. 
Further suppose that there are Ï treatments, each of which are 
reproducible at will. Our experimental procedure consists of first 
selecting t rows at random from R, t columns at random from C 
and t treatments at random from T. In other words we select a 
3 
completely crossed sample of t responses from the population of RCT 
possible responses. The t selected treatments are then randomly 
associated with experimental units in a Latin square arrangement 
according to the rules given by Fisher and Yates (1938). In this manner 
we have selected t2 responses to be observed out of the RCT possible 
responses. 
Since the population structure is balanced complete we may write the 
population identity in terms of components corresponding to the 
admissible population means. This identity is given by 
YRCT = ^ + aR + aC + aRC + aT + aRT + aCT + aRCT ' 
where the sum over any one subscript of a component yields zero for 
that component. 
In order to formalize the pure sampling procedures involved in the 
design we introduce the following random variables: 
= 1 if the r-th selected row is the R-th row in the 
population 
= 0 otherwise 
= 1 if the c-th selected column is the C-th column in the 
population 
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|3ç = 0 otherwise 
y!p = 1 if the t-th selected treatment is the T-th treatment in 
the population 
= 0 otherwise. 
Denote a typical one of the t^ selected possible responses by yrct » 
where r = 1, 2, . . . , t ; c = 1, 2, ..., t ; and t = 1, 2, . . . . , t. Then, 
using the random variables introduced above, we may write 
yrct = r2t °R PC yT YRCT ' 
We now represent the randomization procedure by the random 
variable p* c , vdiich is defined as follows: 
p* = 1 if the t-th selected treatment occurs on the r-th rrc 
selected row and the c-th selected column 
p* = 0 otherwise. 
rrc 
Using this random variable, explicit models for the observations are 
Xrc = 2 Prc Yrct = U^T aR PC 7T prc YRCT 
= ^ + 2 aR aR + 2 ac + R2 QR aRC 
+ yT prc aT + t 2t aR yT prc aRT 
+ tCT 7t Prc aCT + tl^T QR yT Prc aRCT 
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and 
and 
Xrt = Z Pre yrct 
c 
X
=t = f Pre yret ' 
where an explicit expression for the last two models also can be written 
down from the relations above. 
The properties of the sampling random variables, oZ , (3^. , and 
iv v 
, are immediately apparent from previous consideration of crossed 
samples. To display the second moments of the design random variable, 
p*c , we consider four cases, namely if (i) all, (ii) exactly two, 
(iii) exactly one, or (iv) none of the three conditions 
r = r1, c = c1, t = t1 
are satisfied. From the symmetry of the design in the three factors, it 
follows that if any number of the above conditions are satisfied it does 
not matter which ones are satisfied. Hence, the following properties 
may be easily verified: 
E (py C  Pr ' c< )  =  T f o r  c a s e  ( i )  
= 0 for case (ii) 
i 
for case (iii) 
for case (iv) . 
t(t-I) 
t-2 
t(t-l)' 
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Using these properties, it can be shown by means of some straight­
forward but rather lengthy algebra that 
Ex2 = E(-L s xrc)2 = E(-l 2 xrt)2 - B(-L 2 xct,2 
Inspection of the above expression shows that the coefficient of each 
component of variance is of the form specified in Theorem 5. Therefore 
we know that 
Ex = S0 + - SR + - 2C + - ST +— (2rc + 2rt + 2ct + SRCX)-
A little consideration verifies that the expectation of squares of partial 
means are as exemplified in the following: 
Exr = 20 + 2R + t SC + F ZT + t~ (2RC + 2RT + SCT + SRCT* 
Exrc = S0 + SR + SC + ST + ^2RC + 2RT + SCT + SRCT^ 
The expected mean squares for the usual analysis of variance are 
displayed in Table 14, where 
S0 = SRCT + SRC + SRT + SCT • 
Table 14 indicates two items of interest. First, as indicated earlier, 
the expected mean squares take a form very similar in nature to the 
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Table 14. The analysis of variance for the Latin square design 
Source d. f. E. M.S. 
R t-1 =0 + *2% 
C t -1  =0 + 
T t-1 S 0  + t s T  
Rem. (t-l)(t-2) 20 
expected mean squares for balanced complete experiments. Second, if 
one looks at the expectation of the remainder mean square in terms of 
the cr2 *s, it is seen that 
= 
°RC + °RT + °"CT + ^ ~ R ~ C ~ T* ^RCT ' 
This form is surprisingly analogous to that for the generalized 
randomized block in the case where p = 1, which corresponds to the 
usual randomized block design. That form is given by 
^bt(p) + ^bt = °B(P) + °BT + ^ ~ P " T* °B(PT) ' 
These two points arouse one's curiosity as to whether the Latin 
square just happens to yield nice results as an isolated case, or whether 
it represents a particular type of symmetry or balance which might be 
extended and thus lead to the definition of a special class of incomplete 
structures for which simple rules may be obtained. It is this consider­
ation which leads us to the three-dimensional Latin square which we 
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refer to as a Latin cube, 
B. The General Latin Cube 
1. Description 
The principle of extending a Latin square to more than two dimensions 
3 
can be easily visualized. Suppose a cube is divided into t cells 
consisting of t layers, each being a t xt square. The t layers can 
be made into t Latin squares, t-1 of them being derived from the 
first by permutations of the rows, columns, or treatments. Table 15 
gives an example of a 3 x 3 x 3^Latin cube. 
Table 15. A 3x3x3 Latin cube 
Layer 
1 2 3 
Column 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Row 
1 A B C B C A C A B 
2 B C A C A B A B C 
3 C A B A B C B C A 
We see that each letter occurs t times in each layer, but that each 
of these t are in a different row and different column. Also, each 
column-letter combination occurs t times, once in each row and once 
in each layer. The analogous property holds for any combination of two 
factors. Thus the average of the t2 responses for a particular column 
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say, is an average of t responses in each row, treatment, and layer. 
Thus the cube has properties similar to those of a Latin square, and in 
fact, for any particular value of any one of the factors, the remaining 
three factors form a Latin square. 
A reduced Latin square is one in which the first row and first column 
are arranged in alphabetical order. Similarly one can envisage a 
reduced Latin cube as one in which the letters are arranged alphabetically 
over the columns in the first row of the first layer, over the rows in the 
first column of the first layer, and over the layers in the first row of the 
first column. This implies that the first layer is a reduced Latin square 
and that the letter B occurs in the row one - column one cell of the 
second layer, the letter C occurs in the row one - column one cell of 
the third layer, etc. The Latin cube displayed in Table 15 is a reduced 
Latin cube. 
No real attempt has been made by this author to enumerate the 
reduced Latin cubes for any particular size. However, one can always 
select any reduced Latin square and then obtain a reduced Latin cube by 
cycling on the rows. From a very brief investigation it would seem that 
the number of distinct Latin cubes that can be generated from a reduced 
Latin cube of side t by permutation of the rows, columns, layers, and 
letters is tZ (t - 1)? 2 . 
2. The experimental procedure 
Consider a population of RCLT possible responses which are 
classified according to the completely crossed factors R, C, L, and T. 
In conformity with the usual terminology we shall refer to these factors 
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as rows, columns, layers, and treatments respectively. Since the popu­
lation structure is completely crossed we write the population identity as 
follows: 
^RCLT = ^ + aR + aC + aRC + aL + aRL 
+ aCL + aRCL + aT + aRT + QCT 
+ aRCT + aLT * aRLT + aCLT + aRCLT ' 
where the components are defined in the usual manner. 
The experimental procedure consists of two steps. First, we select 
t out of R rows, t out of C columns, t out of L layers, and t out 
4 
of T treatments. In this way we select a random sample of t 
responses out of the possible RCLT responses. Second, we pick a 
reduced Latin cube of side t and then randomly permute the rows, 
columns, and layers. The selected treatments are randomly assigned to 
letters and the resulting Latin cube determines the t^ responses to be 
observed. 
The above experimental procedure may be formalized by introducing 
the random variables aR, (3^, y^ , , and p* > where 
r = 1, 2, ..., t; c = 1, 2, ..., t; 1= 1, 2, ..., t; and t = 1, 2, . . . , t. 
The definitions of the first four of these random variables should be 
evident to the reader from previous considerations. Using these four 
variables and denoting a typical one of the responses selected by the 
first step of the experimental procedure by Yrc^t » we may write 
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= S a-I 3^. yl xL Y 
x Î^C*XjT ^ ^ -I—' x x 
The random variable p* cl is defined by 
p^_c^ = 1 if the t-th selected treatment occurs with the rcl-th 
row-column-layer combination 
p*c^ = 0 otherwise. 
Hence, denoting a typical observed response by an x with the appropri­
ate subscripts, we see that 
Xrcl ^ prcl yrclt ' Xrct ^j* prcl yrclt ' 
xrlt = Z Prcl yrclt ' xclt = 2 Prcl yrclt ' 
c r 
It is apparent that for the purpose of obtaining certain partial means we 
may use whichever one of the above expressions is most suitable for that 
case. 
3. Expected mean squares 
In order to evaluate the expected mean squares of any analysis of 
variance which might be deemed appropriate, it is useful to find the 
expectation of the square of the overall sample mean. For this purpose 
we require the first two moments of the dummy random variables. 
From previous considerations it is clear that the moments of the pure 
x c 1 t 
sampling random variables, , Pç. > y L ' anc* ' are as exemplified 
by 
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E(X^ X£,) = i for T = T« and t = t' 
= T(T-l) for T ^ T1 and t ± t1 
= 0 otherwise. 
In order to evaluate the necessary moments of the design random 
variable, P*ci > we consider five cases, namely if (i) all, (ii) exactly 
three, (iii) exactly two, (iv) exactly one, or (v) none of the four 
conditions 
r = r1, c = c1, 1 = 1', t = t1 
a re  sa t i s f i ed .  Ju s t  a s  in  the  La t in  squa re ,  t he  symmet ry  o f  t he  des ign  
allows us to consider only these cases and ignore which of the conditions 
are satisfied. 
Since P*c^ is equal to zero or one we know that 
E(Prcl Pr'c'l') = P(Prcl Pr'c'l' = l)  ' 
where P denotes probability. Hence we need merely evaluate P for 
each of the cases above. In accordance with the usual notation we use 
P(Pr'c'l' = l| Prcl = I* 
t' t to denote the probabil i t y  P r t c q t  equals one given tha t  Prcj equals one. 
Since P(p^d = 1) = ^- and 
P(Prcl Pr'c'l' = 1} = P^r'c'l' = Prcl = I} P^rcl = 1} 
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we first find the conditional probability for each case. 
(i) Clearly P(p*cl = 1 | p*cl = 1) = 1. 
(ii) Suppose t 4  t1, then since only one treatment can occur with 
a particular row-column-layer combination it is apparent that 
P(Prcl = 1 I Prcl = !) = °-
(iii) Suppose t 4  t1 and c 4  c 1  .  Since for a given value of 1 the 
other three factors form a Latin square, it is seen that this case 
corresponds exactly with case (iii) for a Latin square. Therefore 
P(Prc'l = 1 I Prcl = 11 = CT ' 
(iv) Suppose r 4  r'f c 4  c', and t 4  t1. Obviously this situation 
corresponds to case (iv) for the Latin square which indicates 
that 
pCpric»l " 1 I Prcl ~ 1) " t-2 
(v) Because of the random permutation of treatments, it is clear 
that 
Ptp'U. = 1 I Prcl = 1) 
must be the same for all t1 not equal to t. Hence this 
expression is equal to 
P<Pr.= .l. = °l Prcl = " PtPr'c'l' = 1 I Pr.=-V = °> 
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t2 - 3t + 3 
— . (t-ir 
From the above conditional probabilities it is easily verified that 
E(Prcl Pr'c'l1 J = è for case & 
= 0 for case (m 
= ~t(tTî) for case (iii) 
= —* 2 ^ for case (iv) 
t(t-ir 
t2 - 3t + 3 . . . 
= ? for case (v) . 
t(t-l)3 
N
°
W X = 7 rcl X'cl 
= 7 rclt RCLT QR *T "'rcl YRCLT 
and since the sum over any one subscript of equals one, it is 
easily verified that the individual terms of the expanded form are as 
exemplified by 
f t| XT °T • 7 = c= PC XT aCT ' 
7 c!t CÎ.T y'L X'T "CLT ' 
7 rcWIx  ^»RCLT • 
Therefore the samples induced in the components for one factor, two-
factor interactions, and three-factor interactions are pure crossed 
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samples. From Section B. 3. b of Chapter III we know that the expected 
value of the square of means of this type are of the form 
( i -  t , ( i .  .  
After some straight forward but rather lengthy algebra it may be 
verified that the expected value of the square of the term corresponding 
to ttRCLT is given by 
t 1 - R - C ~ L ~ T  +  R C  +  R L  +  R T ~  +  C L "  +  C T  +  L T  
t2 t2 t2 t2 t3 . °RCLT 
" RCL ' RCT " RLT " CLT RCLT ' " 
Inspection of the above expression shows that it is of the form in 
Theorem 5. Hence we know that 
Ex 2 
= 
S0 + F 2R + F 2C + 7 2RC + F SL 
+ SRL +^Z SCL + t ST + ^2 SRT 
+ sCT + ^ 2LT + pi 20 ' 
where 
20 = SRCL + SRCT + SRLT + SCLT + 2RCLT ' 
A little consideration shows that the expectations of various partial 
means squared are of the form shown by 
Exr = S0 + SR + t 2C + t SRC + t SL 
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+ — B + — y. -v -1 v -u i: -v 
t RL -CL. t "T t "RT 
+ 
t2 SCT + 2LT + t2 S0 
2=rc = 2=0+ Z&+ Z=C + SIC + F =1, + F =RL, 
+ f SCL + f ST + f SRT + f SCT 
+ t SLT+ t S0 
Exrcl = 2=0 + Z&+ =C + =RC + =L + 2RL 
+ SCL + 2T + SRT + 2CT + 2LT + 20 * 
Using the property that 
2 „ , . 2 ,3 „ , 2 2, E t S (xr - x) = t E (x^ - x ) 
r 
and similarly for analogous sums of squares, it is a simple matter to 
obtain the expected mean squares given in Table 16. The expectation of 
the remainder sum of squares is obtained by subtraction. 
Although the expected mean squares for the main effects are of the 
form we would expect it is obvious that the remainder term does not 
provide a reasonable estimate of error. Therefore it would seem 
necessary to further partition the remainder sum of squares with respect 
to the two-factor interactions. It is apparent however, that we cannot 
obtain an orthogonal analysis of variance by taking out the usual sum of 
squares for two factor interactions since certain pairs of them are at 
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Table 16. Analysis of variance I for the Latin cube design 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
R t-1 S0 + tSRT + t =RL + t 
ZRC + 
'
2zR 
C t-1 20 + tSCT + * =CL + ' =RC + t2sc 
L t-1 S0 + tSLT + ' SCL + tîRL + 
T t-1 S0 + t=LT + ' SCT + 1 ^ RT + 
Rem. t3 - 4t + 3 20 + 
_pil! 
t +t - 3 <
2RC+ZRL+S 
+ S 
RT + ZCL 
CT + 2LT ' 
least partially confounded. That is, the RC interaction is confounded 
with the LT interaction, the RL interaction with the CT interaction, 
and the RT interaction with the CL interaction. These two-factor 
interactions will be referred to as complementary interactions in the 
sense that LT is the complementary two-factor interaction to the RC 
interaction. 
Table 17 gives the results for one possible analysis of variance. 
Because the analysis of variance would not be orthogonal if all two-
factor interactions were independently calculated, we do not obtain the 
sum of squares for any two-factor interaction whose complementary 
interaction already has been calculated. The sums of squares for those 
interactions included in the analysis are obtained in the usual manner. 
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For example, the sum of squares for RT is given by 
t S (x - x - x + x )2 . 
rt 
Table 17. Analysis of variance II for the Latin cube design 
Source d. f. E.M.S. 
R t-1 20 + tSp^p + t
2 
SR 
C t-1 S0 + tsCT + t=CL + tZRC + t
2 
SC 
L t-1 so + tSLT + t SCL + 1 SRL + t
2 
2L 
T t-1 20 + t 2lt + t 2ct + t ZRT + t
2 
ST 
RT (t-1)2 20 * t-1 ~CL 1 t "RT 
CT (t-1)2 20 f t-1 "RL ' t"CT 
LT (t-1)2 so + "FT SRC + 4 2LT 
Rem. t(t- l)(t-2) 20 SRL + SCL 
Inspection of the expected mean squares for the two-factor 
interactions indicates that the confounded interactions are correlated 
and that the correlation depends on the often recurring quantity • 
Hence it would seem that one might be able to partition the (t-1)2 
degrees of freedom into t-1 degrees of freedom which are completely 
confounded and (t-l)(t-2) degrees of freedom which are clear of the 
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other interaction. Further evidence along this line is given by the 
following consideration. 
Suppose t is a prime number and consider the responses selected 
4 1 by pure sampling as a t factorial. We may then take a — fractional 
4 
replicate of this t factorial specified by the defining contrast I = X, 
where X is a four-factor interaction. The combinations of factor 
levels selected according to this procedure may then be written in the 
form of a Latin cube. 
In the following discussion we conform to the notation used by 
Kempthorne (1952). Using the defining contrast, or identity relation, we 
are able to determine quickly the confounding relations for any particular 
fractional replicate. Consider a two-factor interaction, say LT, then 
its (t-1)2 degrees of freedom are partitioned into (t-1) sets of (t-1) 
degrees of freedom, each set being designated by LT1 where 
4 i = 1, 2, . . . , t-1 . Similarly the (t-1) degrees of freedom for the 
four-factor interaction RCLT are partitioned into (t-1)3 sets of (t-1) 
i i k degrees of freedom, each set being designated by RC LJ T , where 
each of the superscripts i, j, and k range from one to t-1. We are 
i i k interested in any of the identity relations of the form I = RC LJ T . 
Consider the special case in which t = 5 and the identity relation is 
given by I = RCLT . Then it is seen that the LT interaction is 
confounded as follows: 
LT = RCL2T2= RCL3T3 = RCL4T4= RC 
LT2 = RCL2T3 = RCL3 = RCL4T2 = RCT4 
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LT3 = RCL2T4= RCL3T2 = RCL4= RCT3 
LT4 = RCL2 = RCL2T4 = RCL4T3 = RCT2 . 
Thus the four degrees of freedom denoted by LT are confounded with 
four degrees of freedom of RC along with various degrees of freedom 
for the higher order interactions. However, the remaining 12 degrees 
of freedom for LT are confounded only with the higher order inter­
actions. In general, each two-factor interaction has (t-1) degrees of 
freedom completely confounded with (t-1) de ;es of freedom of the 
complementary two-factor interaction, b^c has (' l)(t-2) degrees of 
freedom confounded only with the three and four-factor interactions. 
From the above discussion it is apparent that if the particular Latin 
1 
cube which is obtained after randomization corresponds to a usual — of 
4 
a t factorial, then we may partition the sum of squares according to 
the usual factorial procedures. In this way we obtain (t-l)(t-2) degrees 
of freedom for each two-factor interaction which are orthogonal to the 
remaining two-factor interactions. 
Although we do not describe the procedure here, it can be shown that 
such an orthogonal analysis of variance cannot be obtained for every 
general Latin cube. However, in the next section, we define a large 
class of Latin cubes for which an orthogonal analysis of variance does 
exist. 
C. The Symmetric Latin Cube 
In this section we introduce a special type of Latin cube which 
possesses certain "nice" properties. The application of this Latin cube 
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to experiments in which the experimental material is classified according 
to three coiïiplclcly crossed factors would not seem of great importance 
because of the rarity of such a situation. However, the Latin cube need 
not be used strictly as a Latin cube per se, but may be used to generate 
the treatment combinations for a fractional factorial plan. Similarly 
one could consider any one of the factors as a blocking factor and thus 
obtain various systems of partial confounding. 
We begin by first describing a method of obtaining the symmetric 
cubes and indicate certain properties which allow us to prove some 
useful relations. Certain of the third and fourth moments of the design 
random variables are then evaluated and used to investigate the expected 
mean squares. 
1. Description 
A reduced symmetric Latin cube is constructed in the following 
manner. First, select any reduced Latin square of the appropriate size, 
but with the restriction that it is symmetric about the diagonal. That is, 
it is symmetric in the same manner as a matrix, the first row being the 
same as the first column, the second row being the same as the second 
column, etc. This square forms the first layer of the Latin cube. 
In order to make the cube a reduced one we then make the first row 
of the second layer the same as the second row of the first layer, the 
first row of the third layer the same as the third row of the first layer, 
etc. Now consider the second layer. The remaining cells are filled by 
ordering the letters of each column such that it is identical with that 
column in the first layer which starts with the same letter. The 
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remaining layers are then completed in the same manner. 
' I ' V» A 11 Vx O ** V y> 1 y-x » <* — — C. v *".1 • 
cube of size four, where the first square on the left is the first layer, 
the second square from the left is the second layer, etc. Inspection of 
this example 
ABCD BADC CDBA DCAB 
BADC ABCD DCAB CDBA 
CDBA DCAB BADC ABCD 
DCAB CDBA ABCD BADC 
shows that the same ordering of letters occurs in the third dimension. 
Thus the cube is symmetric about any of the three diagonal planes which 
pass through the intersection of the first row, first column, and first 
layer. From the method of construction it is clear that this symmetry 
holds in general. Hence, the terminology, symmetric Latin cube, is 
appropriate. 
The existence of a reduced Latin cube of this type for any side is 
obvious from the existence for any case of a reduced Latin square such 
as the one below, which is obtained by a simple cycling process. 
ABCD 
BCDA 
CDAB 
DABC 
It is noted that the only reduced Latin square of side three is symmetric 
and that all four of the reduced Latin squares of side four are 
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symmetric also. The squares given below are examples of symmetric 
reduced Latin squares of side five. No further enumeration has been 
attempted. 
ABCDE 
BCDEA 
CDEAB 
DEABC 
EABCD 
ABCDE 
BDAEC 
CAEBD 
DEBCA 
ECDAB 
ABCDE 
BCEAD 
CEDBA 
DABEC 
EDACB 
The randomization procedure for the symmetric Latin cubes is 
identical with the procedure for the general Latin cube. That is, we 
randomly permute rows, columns, layers, and letters. The Latin cube 
of side four shown below is a possible permutation of the reduced 
symmetric Latin cube displayed on page 156. 
DABC 
CBAD 
BDCA 
ACDB 
CBAD 
DABC 
ACDB 
BDCA 
ACDB 
BDCA 
DABC 
CBAD 
BDCA 
ACDB 
CBAD 
DABC 
It is immediately obvious that the cube is no longer symmetric. 
However, certain useful properties are maintained. In the above 
example it is seen that all rows which start with the same letter have the 
same ordering of the letters, and all columns which start with the same 
letter have the same ordering of letters. The analogous property also 
holds in the third dimension. With a little consideration it is evident 
that this property is maintained in general. 
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Because of this property, it follows that if a particular letter occurs 
Lu, say Lhe first row and third column and in the fourth row and fourth 
column, of a particular layer, then whatever letter occurs in the first 
row and third column of another layer must also occur in the fourth row 
and fourth column of that layer. Similarly, if a particular letter occurs 
in, say the second row and first layer and the fourth row and third layer 
of one column, then whatever letter occurs in the second row and first 
layer of another column must also occur in the fourth row and third 
layer of that column. The analogous property holds also for a particular 
letter occurring in certain column-layer combinations of the same row. 
It is this set of properties which allows us to obtain the orthogonal 
analysis of variance presented in Section C. 3. 
Z- Moments of the design random variable 
In effect the properties of the symmetric Latin cube restrict some of 
the fourth moments of the design random variable, • If a primed 
index, say r1, is taken as being unequal to the corresponding unprimed 
index, say r , then it is clear from the discussion of the previous 
section that 
P(pr'c'l' = 1 I prcl pr'c'l prcl' = = 1 » 
P(pr'c'l' = 1 I Prcl Pr'cl' Prc'l = = 1 ' 
p(Pric*li = 1 | Prcl prc'l' pr'cl = *> = 1 * 
Hence it follows that 
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and similarly for the other fourth moments indicated by the probability 
statements given above. Clearly these statements are symmetric in the 
sense that the third moment is the same for any three of the four given 
Prcl'8-
With a little thought it is apparent that the first, second, and third 
moments of the design variable are not affected by the restriction to 
symmetric Latin cubes. Hence, the second moments are the same as 
those given on page 148 for the general Latin cube. In order to evaluate 
the expectation of certain mean squares indicated in the next section we 
require some of the third moments and one fourth moment. For this 
reason, we now indicate by example a procedure by which these moments 
may be obtained and then indicate the results for various ones. 
In what follows a primed index, say r', is to be taken as unequal to 
the corresponding unprimed index, say r . Similarly, a double primed 
index, say rn . is to be taken as unequal to both the corresponding 
primed and unprimed indices. 
t' t t Consider a third moment of the type E(prcp Prci Pricii Because 
of the random permutation of letters, denoted by the index t, it is clear 
that 
must be the same for all t' not equal to t. Hence 
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TV t1 t t . 
rcl' Prcl Pr'c!l 
= 
PtPrcl' Prcl Pr'c'l = l> 
= 
P(Prcl> = 1 I Prcl Pr'c'l = 11 P(Prcl p'r'c'l = 11 
" 
P(Prcl> = 1 I Prcl' = 0) P(Prcl' = 0 I Prcl pr'c1 = 11 P(Prcl Pr'c'l = 11 
= (CT ' (i - 0) (-EjéïJ ) 
= t(t-i)' 
since 
P<Prcl' = 0 I Prcl Pr'c'l = *> = 1 ' P(Prcl' " 1 I Prcl Pr'c'l = 11 
and P*cp equals one with probability zero, given that P^.c^ equals one. 
The method employed above may be applied in general for obtaining 
the expectations of the quantities in question. Although it seems 
difficult to actually partition all the third moments into general classes 
which have the same expectation, it is apparent that due to the symmetry 
involved, many of the moments are of the same type. After obtaining 
some familiarity with some of the possible moments the reader should 
not have difficulty in writing down many of the expectations at sight. 
In order to further exemplify the general procedure for a slightly 
more difficult case, let us consider 
t t1 t , 
l^rcl Prc 'l1 pr'c11! 
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PCPrc'l" 1 ! Prcl pr'c"l " '' P'prcl pr'c"l " 1' 
= = 
1 I Prc'l = °) P(Prc'l =°l Prcl "r-C'l = D P(p'rcl P^c'l = D 
= (-CT> f1 * P(Prc'l = 1 I Prcl -Vc'l = ^ P(prcl p'r-c-n = 
= Z"p(prcl pr'c"l ° " P'Prc'l prcl Pr'c"! = ''J ' 
However, by applying the same procedure it is easily found that 
D, t" t t .. 1 
^Prc'l Pr c l  p r I c n l  ~  ^  .  - . 2  
Ht_ l) 
Hence 
t t1 t 1 1 1 
^Prcl Pre1!1 Pr'c11!' ^t— 1  /  t(t-l) ~ jj2 J 
t— 2 
V 
The following are a few of the various moments involved in obtaining 
the expectations of certain mean squares in the next section: 
t t' t , 1 
(Prcl Prcl1 Pr'c'l^ ~ ^2 
trr t t* t" , _ 1 
IPrcl Prc'l Pre"! ' ~~ t(t-l)(t-2) 
t t' t . _ 1 
^Prcl Prc'l Pr'c'1! . -.2 
Ht-lJ 
Pf t t' t' , 
iPrcl Prc'l' Pr'cl' 
t - 2  
t(t-l)3 
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- r - y f  t t1 t1 X 
rcl ^r'c7! Pr "c11! -
t-3 
2 
-Ve- -/ ^Aw -/ 
t t1 t t1 x 1 
Mprcl priC'V Pr'tc1*! pr»c»V' " t(t-l)2(t-2j ' 
3. The analysis of variance 
The usual sum of squares, such as in Table 17, for the two-factor 
•»2 ••• 
interaction, LT, is given by t S , where = (x^ - x^ - x^ + x) . 
The sum of squares for each of the other two factor interactions are 
given by analogous forms. We now define some new quantities as 
follows: 
' A/ 
a 
rc 
Ay 
a 
rl 
a 
cl 
~ g prcl alt ' 
= r Sp 
ct rcl 
act 
« Prcl "rt 
a It 
/V 
a 
ct 
zv 
a 
rt 
7 S p 
rc 
i a rcl rc 
- 5 p~» 
2p 
cl rcl 
acl 
It will be shown that 
t 2 a2 
rc rC 
=  t g S i .  
' 5 ~ar' -
- ' = 
Srt ' 
and that the appropriate degrees of freedom for each of these sums of 
squares are t - 1. 
It is easily seen that the quantity arc may be rewritten as 
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/V 
a rc = F  ^P'rcl txlt ' *1 " Xt + X> 
1 _ t 
F g Prcl *lt " X 
and also 
f 1 _ t 
. 3 
rc "it = r 3 Prcl X - - x 
rc 
zv >v f I 
Now consider any two quantities ortcj and o^it1 such that Pricni 
equals one. We shall prove that for a symmetric Latin cube, 
equals a^, . Clearly it is sufficient to show that 
2 Prcl' Xrc = 2 Pr'c'l "it ' 
rc It 
By direct substitution of the definition of x^c and - , it is seen that 
2 Prcl1 Xrc 2 Prcl1 ^ t i? Prcl ^rclt ^ 
rc rc It 
and 
_ 1 „ t1 t 
t , Prcl1 Prcl ^rclt ' 
rclt 
2 P^c1! ^ t t Pr1c1l Prcl ^rclt 
Hence, if yrclt enters into we see that P^ic'l P^cl 
t1 
must equal one. Since the cube is symmetric and Pricip is assumed to 
t1 t1 t 
equal one, Prcn must equal one. But then Prcp Prcj equals one and 
t yrcit must enter into 2 Prcjt xr • The reverse argument follows in 
rc 
the same fashion so <*ricj equals a^, if equals one. 
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For a fixed value of 1 and t we know that equals one for t 
different combinations of r and c, and that no two of these combinations 
have the same value of r or of c. Therefore the t2 different a Ts 
rc 
may be partitioned into t groups of t such that all arc 's in a group 
equal the same and so are all equal. By symmetry we may also 
partition the t2 different 'a^'s into t groups of t such that all "a^ *s 
in a group are equal. It is apparent that each group of 'a^ *s is equal to 
a group of 'a Js . Obviously we obtain 
t S at = t 2 a2 . 
rc rc It " 
Since the t quantities in a group are equal we have t-1 re­
strictions in each group and thus t(t-l) restrictions over all groups. 
Clearly, 2 a equals zero, so the sum over all groups equals zeror 
rc 
and there is one more restriction. Thus the degrees of freedom 
appropriate to these quantities are equal to t2 - t(t-l) - 1 = t - 1 . 
By the symmetrical property it is evident that we also obtain 
' r! "'I = ' = *=t 
' c! ^  = ' : °rt . 
and that each of these sums of squares have t-1 degrees of freedom. 
We shall denote the above sums of squares by RC = LT, RL = CT, 
and CL = RT . The sums of squares for the remaining (t-l)(t-2) 
degrees of freedom for each two-factor interaction are obtained by 
subtraction and denoted by RC* , LT* , RL* , etc. For example, 
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RC* = t S o - t S a . 
rc *c rc rc 
Let us investigate the expectation of the sum of squares, RC = LT . 
By definition, we know that 
"rc = r J p'rcl <"11 - *1 - Xt + X> 
= r = 4cl "it " X • 
It is easily verified that the only population components contained in 
(*lt " *1 • Xt + x)' and hence in V ' are °RC ' aLT • aRCL • °RCT • 
aRLT ' aCLT ' and aRCLT ' cases previously considered, it 
is obvious that the expectations of terms involving products of different 
A/-
types of population components are equal to zero in Earc - Thus the 
expectation of a^c is equal to the sum of expectations of squares of the 
sample means induced in the appropriate population components. 
From the form S p* - x, it is seen that the sample mean 
induced in the component by arc is given by 
Z = ^ It LT ^ ^  (ptrcl " ^ L<lLT * 
Now 
Et
'
2z2) = E 5 LST XT (prd - f -rc! + ^ ' »LT 
+ E1L St' T^TirLXTXT,(ptcl"tUprcl"t ' °LT aLT' 
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+ E*T W" iJL' Vlj yL' XT 'Prcl " t )tprcl' " t ' aLT aL'T 
+  E St  UV l f l<  WL' XTXT'(prcVrltptrcV-r) °LT aL'T' ' 
Clearly the above expression involves only the second moments of the 
design random variable. Taking expectations and combining terms we 
obtain 
E(t2 Z2) = Yrr t1 ~ L^I " ÎM + (L-l)(T-l))^r aLT 
= t-V °LT • 
/"2 3 ^2 Now E(t 2 arc ) = t E(arc ) so the expectation of the term for in 
rc 
this sum of squares is given by 
E(t3 Z2) = t(t-l) cr^T . 
Since t S a2 equals t 2 af. it follows by symmetry that the 
rc rc It 11 
corresponding result for the component is t(t-l)<r^ç. Proceeding 
in the same manner with each of the three-factor components we obtain 
(t-I)(l -g) 0"CLT > (t-lW1 "L.I rRCL ' 
(t- l )( l  - | )  4 c t  ,  and Ct-lKl -{)  4 l t  .  
The induced sample mean in the four-factor component, a_ -,T , KLLT 
is given by 
^ rclt RCLT P= ^ ^  ' 0rCLT ' 
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In determining the expectation of the square of this expression, we form 
sixteen terms according to whether each primed index is or is not equal 
to its corresponding unprimed index. These terms must then be further 
broken down into more terms in accordance with whether or not the 
primed and unprimed indices are equal to the fixed values r* and c* . 
After some considerably long but straightforward algebra involving third 
and fourth moments of the P* 's » we obtain 
(t—1){ 1 - h - 75 - r ™ t + ïTF + LT ) °RCLT 
Combining the results given above, it is seen that the expected mean 
square for RC = LT is given by 
t _ C2 X _ . _2 L . _2 _ , 
RLT E < t T T S a ; c >  =  ' ' kc  + t ' lT  + V-W*-
rc 
+ t1 " C ) °CLT + ^ ~ T * °RCT + ^ " L ) °"RCL 
2 . - 3 . - J L . 3 .  +  — L _  +  _ L _  \  y 2  
R C L T RC LT ' RCLT 
2RCLT + SRCL + 2RCT + SRLT + SCLT 
+ t sLT + t zRC . 
From the symmetry of the design, the analogous results for RL = CT 
and RT = CL must follow. The analysis of variance and expected mean 
squares for the symmetric Latin cube design are displayed in Table 18, 
where 
20 = 2RCLT + SRCL + SRCT + ZRLT ' 
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Table 18. The analysis of variance for the symmetric Latin cube 
Source d. f. E.M. s. 
R t-1 S0 + t=RT + t=RL + t=RC + t
2 
2R 
C t-1 20 + t 2CT + t2CL + tZRC + t
2 
2C 
L t-1 20 + t2LT + '2CL + t2RL + t
2 
2L 
T t-1 20 + t2LT + t2CT + t2RT + t
2 
2T 
RC = LT t-1 S0 + tSRC + t2LT 
RC* (t-l)(t-2) 20 + 
LT* (t-l)(t-2) 20 + t2LT 
RL= CT t-1 20 + t2RL + t=CT 
RL* (t-l)(t-2) 20 + ^L 
CT* (t-l)(t-2) 20 + t2CT 
RT= CL t-1 20 + t SRT + ts_ r  V* 
RT* (t- l)(t-2) 20 + tsRT 
CL* (t-l)(t-2) 20 + t2CL 
Rem. (t-l)(t-2)(t-3) 20 
We have therefore exhibited a class of Latin cube designs which are 
a direct extension of the Latin square designs with regard to the 
structure of the expectations of mean squares. This class has the 
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feature that there are comparisons of mean squares available for all the 
estimable 2 components. For instance 2R can be evaluated by 
R 
RC* + RL* + RT* - 2 Rem. 
where the quantities in this expression denote the appropriate mean 
squares. The situation does present obscurities however, because more 
than one comparison can be made for the two-factor interactions. For 
example , can be evaluated by 
JgL o, b y B c ^ > .  
It is expected that other partially balanced structures will exhibit 
similar features. There are, of course, several unanswered questions 
on such situations. 
4. Use of the symmetric Latin cubes for fractional factorials 
From Table 18 it is immediately seen that the symmetric Latin cube 
restricts the confounding of pairs of two-factor interactions to a set of 
t-1 degrees of freedom for each pair. Thus an orthogonal analysis of 
variance is obtained which allows unbiased estimation of the 2 quanti­
ties corresponding to the two-factor interactions, each with (t- l)(t-2) 
degrees of freedom. 
The analogy of this property to the fractional factorials discussed in 
Section B of this chapter is apparent. Use of the symmetric Latin cube 
however, is not restricted to t being a prime or a power of a prime as 
is the use of the usual theory for fractional replication. Furthermore, 
it is easily seen that any Latin cube defined by a fractional replication on 
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the four-factor interaction of a f* factorial when t is prime, must be 
a symmetric Latin cube. However, all permutations of such a Latin 
cube do not correspond to a particular fractional replication. Hence, 
for the case in which t is a prime number, the usual set of possible 
. . 1 4 fractional replications of the order — of a t form only a small subset 
of the possible fractions of this order obtained from the symmetric 
Latin cubes. 
Aside from the fact that the cubes yield a larger set of possibilities, 
which indicates that a broader new theory may be appropriate, no 
advantage is seen at present in using them to obtain fractional factorials 
when t is prime. The advantage for the non-prime case is obvious. 
The results of this chapter indicate two further possibilities. It 
would seem that by placing similar restrictions on hypercubes, one 
could extend the nice properties of the symmetric Latin cube and obtain 
a method for getting a p- of a tn fractional factorial for any t and 
any n. Also, an extension to soi . e type of symmetric Graeco-Latin 
1 5 
cube may yield similar results for a of a t factorial. No attempt 
t2 
has been made up to this time to examine these conjectures. 
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V. SUMMARY 
The general purpose of this thesis was to study the possible types of 
structures which can arise from classification data and to develop 
simple rules by which the analyses of variance and expectations of mean 
squares can be obtained. 
To this end a specific definition is given for the relationship of 
nesting which leads to a mathematical definition of response structures 
in terms of algebraic lattices. It is then seen that the Hasse diagrams 
which are used to represent lattices, present a method by which the 
structure of any set of responses may be clearly and easily represented. 
In order to give these representations a unique meaning, the possible 
response structures are partitioned into two classes, namely, complete 
structures and incomplete structures. Basically, a complete structure 
is one in which all factors, which are not related by nesting, are 
completely crossed within each given level of those factors which do nest 
them. The set of complete structures then bear a one-to-one corre­
spondence with the structure diagrams. 
A detailed investigation is carried out on the complete structures with 
the added assumption of balance with respect to equal sub-class numbers. 
This assumption is made primarily for the sake of mathematical sim­
plicity, but is fairly realistic for many designed experimental situations. 
The methodology used for this investigation leans heavily upon 
previous techniques developed by Kempthorne (1952), Wilk (1955b), and 
Zyskind (1958). For this reason, a fairly detailed review is presented 
of their results. This review includes the definition of the <rz 
r  
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components of variance and the STs (cap sigma s ) which are well-
defined linear functions of the <r2 *s . These definitions are basic to the 
results obtained in this thesis. 
In Section C of Chapter III, a series of properties of the S's is 
stated and proved. Although some of these properties are not explicitly 
used in the later work, they do provide some insight as to why certain 
results of the next section hold. 
Section D of Chapter IH brings in the additional relationship of 
random nesting which arises from the randomization procedures used for 
many designed experiments. By introducing a slight modification to the 
previous diagrams, an experimental structure diagram is obtained. This 
diagram presents at a glance the structures of both the population of 
possible responses and the set of observed responses, as well as indi­
cating the exact randomization procedure used. 
A series of theorems is presented then which leads up to a final 
theorem giving a simple rule for obtaining the analysis of variance and 
expected mean squares for any balanced complete experiment. These 
expected mean squares are given in terms of new quantities which are 
called sample S's . The sample S's have simple definitions as linear 
functions of the population STs and are easily obtained from the 
experimental diagram. 
Section E of Chapter HI consists entirely of a series of examples. 
These examples range from a simple two-factor completely randomized 
design to a more complicated generalized randomized block design 
involving random grouping of the blocks and the concept of treatment 
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errors. 
Chapter IV presents a brief investigation of Latin cube designs as an 
example of incomplete structures. It is seen that the expectations of 
mean squares for the Latin cube do not maintain the nice form found in 
the complete structure case. However, by restricting ourselves to a 
special class of Latin cubes, which are called symmetric Latin cubes, 
some "nice" results may be obtained. 
For the symmetric Latin cubes, an orthogonal analysis of variance 
may be obtained, which partitions the (t-1)2 degrees of freedom for 
each two-factor interaction into t-1 degrees of freedom completely 
confounded with a complementary two-factor interaction and (t-l)(t-2) 
degrees of freedom completely clear of all two-factor interactions. Thus 
these Latin cubes may be used to obtain a of a t^ fractional 
factorial design for any t, prime or non-prime. Some possible ex­
tensions of these results are suggested. 
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